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Thursday, November 12, 2009

Official says
Obama wants
war options
changed
BY BEN FELLER
and At4PIE GEARAN
Associated Press Writers
VvASHINGTON (AP)
President Barack Obama does
not plan to accept any of the
Afghanistan war options presented by his national security
team, pushing instead for revisions to clarify how and when
U.S.
troops
would
turn
over responsibility to the
Afghan government,
a
senior administration official
said
Wednesday.
Obama
That stance
comes in the
midst of forceful reservations
about a possible troop buildup
from the U.S. ambassador in
Afghanistan, Karl Eikenberry,
according to a second top
administration official.
In strongly worded classified
cables
to
Washington,
Eikenberry said he had misgivings about sending in new
troops while there are still so
many questions about the leadership of Afghan President
Hamid Karzai.
Obama is still close to
announcing his revamped war
strategy' — most likely shortly
after he returns from a tnp to
.Asia that ends on Nov. 19.
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Parade,activities
salute veterans

Hundreds turn out to honor the sacrifices of many

TOM BERFrf & KYSER LOUGH/Ledger 8. Times
Pictured are scenes from Murray's annual Veterans Day
activities Wednesday afternoon. The celebration kicked off
wtth the 'Ringing of the Bag".0eremony as names of the
county's veterans that passed away this year were read. A
parade featured floats, nonor guards, Confederate reenactors, Murray State University's Reserve Officers
Training Corp, both Murray independent and Calloway
County High School bands and much more.
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday...Mostly
sunny.
Higns in the lower 60s
Thursday
night...Mostly
clear. Lows in the mid 40s.
Friday.. Mostly sunny. Highs
in the upper 60s.
Friday night and staturdey Partly cloudy. Lows in the
upper 40s. Highs in the upper
60s.
Saturday
night...Mostly
cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of showers. Lows in the
upper 40s.
Sunday...Mostly cioudy with a
30 percent chance of showers
Highs in the lower 60s.
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County
lottery
winnings
reported
Ity TOM BEM
111411 Writer
Calloway Comity residents that bought Kentucky
Lottery tickets in fiscal
2008-09 spent more than S4
million and collected more
than $2.6 million in pnze
money.
Jennifer
Cunningham,
conmiunications specialist
for the Kentucky Lottery
Corporation, reported this
week that those that play the
lottery in Calloway won a
siz,able portion of the S115
million claimed in the lottery's Madisonville sales
region.

III See Page 2

Winters addresses local American Legion post
By KYSER LOUGH
missing his mother and not
Staff Writer
accepting his step-mother
tate Sen. Ken Winters However, one day. in church the
was the keynote speaker pastor was talking about miraat a Veterans Tribute cles and asked if anyone had
held at the Amencan Legion witnessed a miracle. The son
stood up and said his dad had
building yesterday.
The event was held at 11 a.m. been to Iran four times and
in tradition with the signing of come home every time. so there
the Armistice Treaty from was four miracles.
Winters also read a few examWWI, which was signed at 11
ples of times when patriotic
a.m. on November 11.
Winters, a vetet-an who served Americans around the world
two tours overseas, spoke on have responded to America
his time at Murray State being chastised or ridiculed by'
University and involvement in
the ROTC. At the time, ROTC
was mandatory for the first two III See Page 2
years and Winters said he was
grateful for that as he would
KYSER LOUGHrtedger & 'Times
probably not have gotten
involved otherwise. After his
State Sen. Ken Winters
initial expenence, he decided to
addresses attendees gathstay on with the Army and ered at the American
Legion
received his commission.
building Wednesday for a
He told the story of a man
Veterans Day tnbute
who had served a long time in
Winters spoke on his time in
the military. He was divorced
the service
and had problems with his son
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Obama . .
From Front

KYSER LOUGH/Ledge,& Timm
Amos McCarty, commander of the American Legion post 73, presents the distinguis
hed veteran award to Paul C. McGregor dunng the Veterans Day tnbute held at the
Amencan Legion
building Wednesday. McCarty said McGregor is the oldest living veteran in
Calloway County
and a worthy inaugural recipient of the award.

•Winters ..•
From Front
others. His readings elicited
^ chuckles and applause from the
gathered crowd. He concluded
by thanking the veterans and
encouraging their work.
"It's a tremendous heritage
that we have. I am proud of you
and the contribution you made
to our country but our WOrk IS
not done and youi work is not
done. We must continue to
move on with the protection of
nut great country. and ask that
you remember all who serve,"
Winters said.
Before Winters spoke, Legion
commander Amos McCarty
welcomed attendees and Lt.
Col. W IIliam Cowan gave opening renarks. Cowan reviewed
the history: of Veterans Day.
'which was changed from
Armistice Day in 1954. He said
...the day was always recognized
; on November 11 except for a
-short time in the '70s.
"Veteran Day is a day set
aside as a day to honor all veterans. living and deceased,"

Cowan said.
The program also included the
presentation of WWI Victory
Ribbons and Korean Service
Medal Ribbons to veterans who
served during the respective
conflicts. Also, David Parker of
Parker Ford presented the
Legion with keys to a van that
will be used to transport veterans to VA hospitals. The Legion
had two vans in the past that
were now out of service and
merrtbers had been applying for
grants to purchase a replacement. The van will be painted
and put into service hopefully
before Christmas, it was reported.
A new award was introduced
that will become an annual presentation. Paul McGregor was
given the distinguished veteran
award for his service. It was said
that he is the oldest living veteran in Calloway County.
The program concluded with
the playing of taps and the serving of lunch.

•Lottery ...
From Front
The sale of lottery tickets in
Calloway
was reported at
5.4,082,926. Winnings claimed
totaled S2,655,503.
'That's part of the $470.4 million in prizes paid to players
statewide during fiscal 2009,"
Cunningham said." Since tickets went on sale 20 years ago in
April of 1989, Kentucky Lottery
players have claimed over $7.14
billion in prizes."
In surrounding counties, the
following expenditures and
claims were reported:
• Graves County; sales,
S3,983,948; prize money just
over S2.6 million.
• Marshall County; sales,
S3.080,078. prize money slightly over S2 million.
• McCracken County; sales
SI1,201,924, prize money
$7,198,280.
Other county. totals are available from the Kentucky Lottery
Corporation.
The Kentucky Lotter), earned
a record S204.4 million for the
Conunonwealth for the period
bringing the total amount the
Kentucky Lottery has raid to
the Commonwealth to over S3
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But the president raised questions at a war souncil meeting Nature preserve grows by nearly 100
acres
Wednesday that could alter the
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
The Kentucky State Nature
dynamic of both how many Preserves Commission has paid
S147,500 for 98.5 acres of land III
additional troops are sent to c.entral Kentucky to protect a
federally endangered plant.
Afghanistan and what the tuneBrauna rockcress grows only in Franklin, Owen and Henry
line would be for thetr presence counties in Kentucky
and in Rutherford County in Tennessee
in the war zone, according to
The land purchased is adjacent to the River Cliffs State Nature
the official. who spoke on con- Preserve
in Franklin County and will be a part of the protected
dition of anonymity to discuss
property. The addition brings the size of River Cliffs to 210 acres
Obama's dunking.
People can visa the preserved area only after acquinng written
Military officials said Obama
permission.
has asked for a rewrite before
and resisted what one official
Paul's sove borvows tactics for Senate bid
called a one-way highway
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Former presidenual candidate Ron
toward war conunander Gen.
Paul's son is borrowing a page from his father's playbook for his
Stanley McChrystal's recomU.S. Senate bid, leaning heavily on Internet fundraising and tapmendations for more troops.
The sense that he was being ping the enthusiasm of young Republicans on college campuses
Tbe difference this time is that it could actually work. Eye surrushed rind railroaded has stiffened Obama's resolve to seek geon Raid Paul, Mee ignored as a longshot, raised more than his
information and options beyond main a)10 GOP pnmary opponent in the most recent fundraising
military: planning, officials said, periosi, and experts say he has a legitimate shot at winning the
though a substantial troop Senate seat being vacated by colorful Republican Jim Bunning.
Paul is doing traditional outreach through direct mail and the
increase is still likely.
mainstream inedia, but also using Twitter, Facebook and other
social networking sites to get his message out. Though similar
nontraditional strategies did not sweep Ron Paul into the White
House, they could work on a smaller scale.
billion. In fiscal 2008-2009 "The momentum is there now," said Rand Paul, 46, who is paintbeginning July 1, 2008 and end- ing his candidacy as a way for people who feel disenfranch
ised to
ing June 30, 2009 - more than take back their government. "I don't think we can stop it."
120,000 college grants and
scholarships were funded by
'McCain calls Fort Hood shooting 'act of terror'
lottery proceeds. with $10.9
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-- U.S. Sen. John McCain said
million going to the Kentucky Wednesday he considered the Fort Hood shooting an "act terof
Educational
Excellence ror" and said authoriues should have been alerted to "disturbing
Scholarship (KEES) Reserve behavior patterns" exhibited by the Army psychiatrist accused of
gunning down his comrades.
Fund.
"I believe it was an act of terror," McCain told a crowd at the
Kentucky's
"Read
To University of Louisville during a question-an
-answer session after
Achieve" program and the a Veterans Day tribute to the military.
Pressed later by a reporter to explain his words, the ranking
Collaborative
Center
for
Literacy Development received Republican on the Senate Armed Services Cortunittee said: —The
fact is that it was an act of terror when you're on a military base,
a total of S3 million, with a total
and you are a trusted member of the military, a conunissioned offiof $30 million going to these cer. and you kill your
fellow members in the military — motivated
programs since inception.
obviously by his views of the extremist interpretation of an honor"W'hile players have been able religion." McCain said.
Artny Maj. Ntdal Hasan, an Army psychiatrist, is alleged to have
winning and all Kentuckians
killed 13 people at the massive Army installation in Texas last
have been benefiting from the
week.
dividends, Kentucky Lottery
retailers have been selling tick- Bethear declares; Native American month
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Steve Beshear has declared
ets and earning millions of dolNovember as "Native Amencan Heritage Month."
lars," Cunningham said.
The Detnocratic governor signed a proclamation earlier this
Retailers reportedly received a
week marking the month as a time to reflect on Native American
record $50.2 million in commis- contributions to Kentucky
htstory.
sions and incentives for fiscal
Beshear says in his proclamation that Native Amencans have
"made significart contributions to Kentucky's rich cultural her09.
Taventy years of commissions itage." He says their hentage "enriches the lives of all Kentuckians
and is worth preserving."
and bonuses have added up to
Beshear signted the proclamation on Monday.
$725.6 million earned by retailers.
Kentucky Lottery proceeds go
to college grant, scholarship and
progsams.
The
Kentucky Lottery has contributed more than SI billion for
need-based grant and meritbased scholarship programs
since 1998. The KLC also contributes S3 million annually to
adult literacy development and
"Read to Achieve," an early
childhood reading program.
iitiraCy
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Thousands get swine flu vaccinations
LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP) — Thousands of people got saccinated
against swine flu Wednesday at a mass clinic for the public held in
Louisville at Papa John's stadiuni.
Almost 5,000 had been vaccinated at drive-through lanes and a
walk-in clinic by early: aftemoon. The Couner-Journal reported. A
second clinic was scheduled for Thursday.
Meanwhile, hundreds lined up in Highland Heights for the first
public swine flu vaccination clinic in northern Kentucky.'rhe
Kentucky Enquirer reports that Northern Kentucky Health
Department work.ers and volunteers had a goal of vaccinating
8,000 people by the end of the day. Health officials plan to have
at
least two more clinics in northern Kentucky this month.
The clinics come on the heels of Kentucky's 21st death from
swine flu. WBKO-TV in Bowling Green reports that a school-age
child from Nelson County, who had a complex medical history, is
the latest death from the virus.
In Lexington. the University of Kentucky is planning to offer
swine flu immunizations to all its students and employees.
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Times
ASK A VETERAN: Bryan Dennison speaks to Murray Middle School
students Wednesday as
part of the school's Veterans Day assembly. Dennison, a 1998 Murray
High School graduate,
who later graduated from the United States Military Academy at
West Point, told the children
about what it means to be a veteran, his service in !rag and what people
can do to help and
thank veterans.
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U.S. envoy objects to Afghan troop increase

WASHINGTON(AP)-- Thr non such as e-miul
l'.S envoy. in Afghanistan, a
Eikenberry made the point
former Army general who once that the administration should
commanded troops in the coun- step cautiously in planning for
try, has objected strongly to any troop buildup while there
emerging plans to send tens of are still so many quesuons surthousands of additional forces to rounding Afghan President
the country, a senior U.S. offi- Harrud Karziu, the official said.
cial said Wednesday.
Eikenberry is the front line U.S.
Ambassador Karl Eikenberry official dealing with Karzai. the
resigned his Army commission U.S.-backed
leader
whose
to take the job as U.S. ambassa- admitustration was stained by
dor in Kabul earlier this year, corruption and mismanagement.
arid his is an influential voice It was a visiting senior senator.
among those advising President Democrat John Kcrry of
Barack Obama on Afghanistan. Massachusetts, whc was instrulames Allen Bninston
Eikenberry sent multiple classi- mental in persuading Kauai last
Visitation for James Allen Brunston will be today (Thursday) fied cables to
Washington over trionth to accept the findings of a
from 5 to 7 p.m. at Milner & Orr Funeral Horne of Wickliffe. Bunal the past week
that question the U.N. panel that his re-election
will follow at a later date.
wisdom of adding forces when vote in August was too marred
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Afghan polltical situation
is by fraud to stand.
Amencan Heart Association. Ohio Valley Affiliate unstable and uncertain, said an
Karzai agreed to a second
Kentucky Region, 333 Guthrie St., Suite 207, official familiar with the cables.
round of voting but was elevated
Louisville. KY 40202.
The official spoke on condition to a second term as president
Mr. Brunston, 76, Benton, formerly of Wickliffe, of anonymity to discuss internal
without a runoff election when
died Monday. Nov. 9, 2009, at 9:40 a.m. at his home. administration deliberations
and his challenge'. dropped out.
An iron worker, he was a member of Iron Workers Local 103, the classified documents.
Since then. U.S. officials have
Evansville, Ind., and Charter F.O.E. Wickliffe 3397. An Air Force
Cables are diplomatic mes- been alarmed at some of
veteran, he served during the Korean Conflict.
sages that may or may not be Karzai's eemarks and the lack,
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Margaret Rose Damon classified and carry
greater heft so far, of meaningful steps to
Brunston; his parents. William Buck and Addle Dennis Brunston, than other forms of
communica- clean house.
and one grandchild
Survivors include his wife. Dorothy Dowdy Brunston; four
daughters, Suzanne Case, Bardwell, Lynn Orloff, Culpepper, Va.,
and Jean Bennett and Susan Thomas, both of Barlow; three sons,
William Allen Brunston, Murray, Kenneth B. Brunston, Benton, and
MILWAUKEE -A
But the hostile tone quickly
Michael Newton, Barlow; 10 grandchildren; IS great-grandchildren.
Milwaukee Army reservist's changed when one of the robmilitary identification earned bers, whom the reservist prehim some street cred Tuesday, sumed was the leader, saw an
when he says four men who Army ID in the wallet. The robmugged him at gunpoint ber told the others to return the
Edgar lgleheart
returned his belongings and items and they put most of his
EVANSVILLE, Ind. - Edgar lgleheart was born in 1923 in thanked him
for his service after belongings on the ground next
Evansville and grew up during the Great Depression.
finding the ID.
to him, including the wrapper.
He was a descendent of the Evansville family
The 21 -year-old University the reservist said.
that founded lgleheart Brothers, a milling business of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
stu"The guy continued to say
that onginated arid marketed Swans Down Cake dent said he was
walking home throughout the situation that he
Flour. General Foods acquired the business in from work about 1:15
a.m. respects what I do and at one
1926. Igleheart graduated from the Choate School Tuesday when he was
pulled point he actually thanked me
in 1941 and entered Princeton University that fall.
into an alley and told to lay face and he actually apologized,"
After completing his first year of studies, he down arid with a gun to his
neck. said the reservist, who asked not
enlisted in the Army, where as First Lieutenant, he
Four men took his wallet, to be identified Tuesday because
was in command of the 35th Quartermaster Pack S16, keys, his cell phone
and the robbers still had his keys.
Troop in the Burma China Offensive.
even a PowerBar wrapper frorn
The reservist said he asked
After the war he returned to Princeton to com- his pants pockets, he said.
the men, who all had hoods or
Igishisart
plete his education. He became captain of the Polo
Team and earned his baccalaureate degree cum
laude in economics.
After returning to Indiana, he made his home in
Newburgh. As a yourtg adult, he entered the oil busiFOFtT LAUDERDALE, Fla. age under Medicare, to 1.45 milness and worked as a drilling contractor in Southern
(AP)- Lillian Landry always lion people in 2008. It's for
Indiana.
In the 1960s he served a.s mayor of Newburgh. Eventually he ' said she wasn't afraid to die. So patients who have a prognosis of
turned his professional ambitions to fartning and raising beef cattle when death came last week, the no more than six months-and
in Western Kentucky. An accomplished horseman, he maintained a I 99-year-old svas lying peaceful- it ranges from in-home care tO
ly in a hospice with no needles stand-alone centers to special
lifelong interest in horses arid the outdoors.
Igleheart was a tender and devoted husband, father and grandfa- or tubes. Her final days saw her wings in hospitals. It does nothther. He is survived by his wife of 47 years, Elizabeth Benoist, and eleisest friend at her side and ing to artificially lengthtn or
his two daughters, Hope Igleheart of New York City and Cary' included occasional shots of her shorten life, focusing mostly on
Igleheart Grady of Southern Pines. N.C. His granddaughter, Laura favorite whiskey. Canadian a patient's comfort.
People on Medicare account
Be.lsollier currently lives in Paris, France. His sister Phyllis lgleheart Mist.
Landry is an exception. for the vast majonty of U.S.
of Evansville and his brother and sister-in-law, Addison and
Unlike most Americans, she deaths. and care in the last year
Deborah lgleheart of Bloomfield Hills, Mich., also survive him.
In addition, he has four stepchildren and three step-grand chil- made her end-of-life decisions of life accounts for roughly a
dren residing in the St. Louis area: Elizabeth Shinkle and her two years ago: no heroic measures to quarter of Medicare's budget. So
children, Bettina and James Guignon; Florence Shinkle Rice and her save her and even instructions Increased use of hospice could
on the bar where mourners mean sizable savings for the
son John Rice: Cynthia Shinkle Barnhart. and Andrew Shinkle.
government, particularly if
The visitation will be at Ziemer Funeral Home, East Chapel, 800 should gather.
The health overhaul bill that patients enter it sooner.
S. Hebron Ave., Evansville, Ind.. from 2 to 5 p.m. today (Thursday)
A 2007 study published in the
Nov. 12, 2009. Burtal will be private. In lieu of flowers. contnbu- narrowly passed the House on
tions may be made to the Calloway County Humane Society, or the Saturday includes a provision to journal Social Science and
chanty of your choice. Condolences may be made to the family nudge more people to confront Medicine found that among
such choices: It would pay for Medicare patient deaths. those
online at www.ziernerfuneralhome.com.
end-of-life
counseling for who used hospice saved taxpayMedicare patients.
ers an average $2,309 over their
Supporters say counseling last year. In some cases, the savwould give patients more con- ings were as much as S7,000,
trol and free families from tortu- depending on the illness and
ous decisions. Critics have length of hospice stay.
warned it could lead to governStill. only about 39 percent of
ment "death panels." What few Americans who died last year
NEW YORK (AP) -- evidence that the holiday shop- on either side note
is that coun- were in hospice. The average
Americans spent about the same ping season may be challenging seling could lead
more people to patient spent a little more than
amount in October as in August for retailers.
choose less intensive care when two months under that care:
and September, according to figMacy's inc. said Wednesday they're dying, and ultimately about a third moved to hospice
ures released Thursday by a key that its sales have improved in tnm government-funded health
only in the last week of life.
data service, and they may be recent months. and it reported a bills.
"It's significantly underutisettling into new low-spending smaller third-quarter loss than a
Hospice care has grown from lized. People are referred very'
habits.
year earlier. But CFO Karen about 25,000 patients in 1982, late," said Dr Richard Payne, a
Including everything from Hoguet said things remain very when Congress approved cover- Duke University pmfessor
who
toys to food, but not cars or uncertain heading into a season
gasoline, U.S. retail sales rose that's crucial for most retailers.
slightly in October - 1.5 perA parade of earnings reports
cent -from a year earlier even due Thursday and Fnday front
as consumers grappled with ris- Wal-Mart
Stores
Inc.,
ing unemployment and tight Nordstrom Inc., Kohl's Inc. and
1001 hitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
credit.
J.C. Penney Co. will offer a
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Compared with the month more textured read on conMon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
before, however, sales fell 2.3 sumers' recent spending.
percent in October. the biggest
Having cut their inventories
month-to-month decline since and other costs, stores arc
Aliee Rouse. Publisher
arousefinniurrav ledgercorn
: December 2008.
expected to report solid profits
Greg Travis. Editor
editor97)inurra ledger.corn
Thursday's figures from And the Cormnerce Department
Chris Waxbill. Advertising Mgr.
ailsOtnun ayledger.com
' SpendingPulse, a service of is expected to report Monday
1111 Stephens. Claiudieds Mgr.
.cLasiofied(cernurravledger.com
• MasterCard Advisors, are an that total consumer spending
Circulation
eircu 1ationquinu rrayledgercom
"7. estimate of spending in all forms rose slightly in October fmm
Rita 13oggess. Business Mgr.
tisiggessMlnurrayledger.mitn
including cash and offer fresh September
The funeral for Mrs Amonta (Rita Robertson was
Wednesday at
2 p.m. in the chapel ot Brown Funeral Home. Mayfield,
with Rev.
Mark Terhune officiaung. Pallbearers were David Dnver,
Janue
Morganti, Chris Pyle, Jerry Fond Jr., Fuller Bennett, aMeS McClure
and Royce Roach. Burial was in the Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Mrs. Robertson, 56, Mayfield died Monday, Nov. 9, 2009, at 9:58
a.m at Lounies Hospital. Paducah.
She wits the manager of the former Clunnue Jordan Shoppe in
Mayfield and was of Pentecostal faith. Pnxeding her in death were
her fat/ter, Normal Colbert, and one brother. John William Colbert.
Survivors include one son, Jeff Robertson. one granddaughter.
Alexandra Robertson, her mother, Carmelite t'olbert Simpson, and
one brother. Ronnie Colbert, all of Mayfield.

1%.

Eikenberry's objections were
a wild card in the midst of what
had appeared to be the final days
of Obarna's long decision-making process on how to revamp
U.S. strategy in the 8-year war.
Eikenberry has participated in
some ot Obarna's weir council
sessions over the past several
weeks.
A senior U.S. official told
The Associated Press that
Mama rejected all four options
presented to him at what had
been expected to be the last of
those sessions Wednesday.
Those options started from the
premise that some addition of
U.S. forces is necessary, and
included ways that()barna could
meet or nearly meet war commander
Gen.
Stanley
McChrystal Is preference for
about 40,000 additional troops.
It is not clear whether
Eikenberry's objections played a
part in Obama's decision not to
accept any of the choices prepared by military planner%
Wednesday.
At his Senate confirmation

hearing in March, Eikenberry
underscored what he called the
urgency of the requirement to
tum around the war effort.
which has evolved into a stalemate in key parts of Afghiuustan
dS the Taliban-led insurgenoy
has gained clout.
"Time is of the essence,'
Eikenberry said. "There will lie
no substitute for more resources
and sacrifice."
He said Europeans. for eXar11pie, should be expected to provide more mentors for Afghan
police trainees. Another key so
success. he said, is getting moie
civilian experts such as agriculture specialists and justtie
experts who can help reduee
Afghanistan's dependence On
the illicit narcotics trade.
•
Eikenberry was the top U.S.
military
commander
in
Afghanistan for two years
before moving to Brussels to be
deputy chairman of NATO's
military committee in 2007. He
had served one previous tour,in
Afghanistan .

Muggers apologize, return vet's stolen wallet

Paid mararv

hats covering their faces, if he
could get up arid they said he
could before starting to walk
away.
"The leader of the group
actually walked back, gave me a
quick fist bump, which svas very
strange,' he said.
Milwaukee police spokeswoman Anne E. Schwartz said
the reservist is credible and that
officers still were looking for the
suspects Tuesday.
The reservist didn't realize
until later that his keys were not
with him and he doesn't know if
the robbers intended to keep
those, he said. Still, he said he
feels lucky.
"I'm just kind of awe struck

that everything was given back
to me due to just being in the
military. " he said. "I realize in
pretty much every other situation that wouldn't happen."
He said he's never been
deployed, only having signed up
for the Army Reserves about a
year ago. He said he is the first
person in his iminediate family
to join the military'.
Schwartz said there were two
other incidents within 40 minutes in the same area and police
suspect the four men were
involved in all of them. The robbers were unsuccessful at 12:35
a.m., when the 39-year-old man
they approached ran into the
street and started screaming.

End-of-life counseling misunderstood by most

Americans may settle
into spending less

LOUR &TIMES

•

Facebook message saves
:robbery suspect from jail
NEW YORK (AP)- A 19•
.
.7.!year-old New York City man
arrested on robbery charges has
been exonerated thanks to his
Facebook page.
Rodney Bradford was held
- for 12 days on suspicion of robbing two people on Oct. 17 in
the Brooklyn public housing
complex where he lives.
Bradford and witnesses
, insisted he was innocent. They
said he was at his father's

Harlem apartment when the
cnme occurred.
A playful message was posted on Bradford's Facebook page
one minute before the robbery
In it, he asked his girlfnend
where his pancakes were.
Prosecutors dropped the
charges after Facebook venfied
the words had been typed from a
computer at his father's building.
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$55

L

heads the school's Institute on
Care at the End of Life.
"Our culture just doesn't tolerate talking about death and
dying. And the minute you even
start talking about having conversations with a doctor, it's
immediately
pejoratively
labeled as 'You're trying to kill

That perception is precisely
what got affixed to the counseling measure in the House bill.
Even though the legislatnan
specifies counseling wouldn't
force patients to limit efforts to
keep them alive, and even with
the support of the American
Medical Association, AARP and
others.

Enrolling no
for January!
Online-anytime,
anywhere
Degree completion or
programs available
Classes begin January 11
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Programs &mailable:
• Homeland Secunty
Corp°,ate
Management and
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• Health Care
Admits'strat ion
• Human Resource
Management
• Mining
Management and
Safety
• Organizational
Administration arid
Leadership
• Psychology
• Teacher Education
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COMMUNITgm
Y •mmmmmmmmi
Murray Masonic Lodge plans
meetings Saturday and Monday

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Photo provided
Pictured, from left, are Vi Wood and Trudy McFarland, new
members, and Jim Taylor, guest speaker, at a meeting of
the
Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

Photo provided
Pictured from left, are Lisa Kim, hostess, with Mary Miller,
secretary, at a meeting of Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

cial services. These include the
campgrounds, The Homeplace.
Woodlands Nature Station,
Daily Animal Prognuns, Parade
of Raptors, Elk & Bison Prairie
and
the
Golden
Pond
Planetarium and Observatory.
Taylor said "LBL is the
largest park in the United States
and urged the members to visit
the many attractions available to
the public."

He was introduced by Ginny
Harper. co-vice chaiman. Two
new members were Trudy
McFarland and Vi Wood. The
minutes were read by Mary
Lawson, secretary, and Mary
Ann Russell, treasurer. Jo
Farley, chairman, also assisted
at the meeting.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Jo Burkeen and Lisa Kim.
Also present were Joan Adatns.

Cloia Campbell. Martha Enix,
Pat McMullin, Sue Miller,
Sylvia Puckett and Thelma
Warford.
The next meeting will be
Monday, Nov. 16, 2009, at
12:30 p.m. at the club house.
This will be a cookie exchange
and ornament crafts. Hostesses
will be Nettie Bennett, Martha
Enix and Sylvia Puckett.

First Lady Beshear announces
Hunger and Homelessness
Awareness Week Nov. 15-21

Photo provided
7SPECIAL PROGRAM: Mary Grace West presented a pro:gram of harp solos at the October meeting of the Music
Pepartment of the Murray Wornan's Club. The evening began
:ivith a fund-raiser potato bar supper hosted by Pat Miller and
*helpers. The department will have an open meeting on
:Tuesday at 7 p.m. at First Chnstian Church. On the program
;will be Mark Dycus, choir director, Donnie Hendrix, organist,
,:Judith HII, pianist, and Julie Warner, vocalist and clarinetist.
:Hostesses will be Sondra Rice. Nancy Dycus. Linda Scott,
:Judith Hill, Lilia Murray. Margery Shown and Mary Shipley.

NEW MENU
Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood, New Orleans Style
Favorites, & 5till the 6ame Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters, PO' Boys,
Blackened Fish, Steaks & Chicken

Remodeled Game Room &New FI-Wate Room

•
0

•
•

wit), Eiiti
Screen HD TV and Surround Sound!
Call For Raseneations
Great for Game Day Parties, Birthclays, Lunch Meetings,
Anniversaries, Christmas Parties, or tis-t a night otrt. with friera,

SPECIALS
Monday:

1/2 Appetizers during Monday. Night Football
$.39 Peel & Eat Shnmp $.69 Oysters on the half shell

Iliesday:

S.39 Peel & Eat Shiimp S.69 Oysters on the half shell
Jonny Mac & Kyle Acoustic Show 8:30 till close

Wednesdays: Grilled or Blackened 12 oz. Ribeye, Baked Potato &
Salad S I 2.99
Boiled Crawfish $4.99 per pound
Karaoke at 8:30 till close
Thursday: All You Can Eat: Crab Legs. Crawfish, Shrimp &
Mussels - mix and match or have all four $24.99
Friday:
Catfish. Frog Legs. and other great seafood specials
Piano Man Terry. Humphrey at 8:00 till close
Saturday:
Great Seafood Specials all day
Live hand starting at 9:00 p.m. till close
Jennifer Fox & The Pillow Fighter,

FRANKFORT, Ky. (Nov. 9,
2009)— First Lady Jane
Beshear, joined by homeless
advocates and other state officials, has announced November
15-21. 2009 as Hunger and
Homelessness Awareness Week
in Kentucky.
"We
encourage
all
)14
1r.htim kians to donate food or
sikuptecr thetr Ume to &shelter
Or food bank." said First Lady
Jane Beshear. "With the struggling economy. and the winter
season just around the comer,
there are many families who
need help."
According to the Kentucky
Office of Employment and
Training, unemployment rates
rose in all 120 Kentucky counties between September 2008
and
September
2009.
Kentucky's unemployment rate
in September was 10.9 percent,
almost a full point higher than
the national unemployment rate.
"There is a stigma that the
homeless do not want to work or
that they choose to live on the
streets or in a shelter," said
Gerry
Roll,
Kentucky
Interagency
Council
on
Homelessness Vice Chair.
"What people do not understand
is many homeless individuals do
work but they do not make
enough to cover their living
expenses or they want to work
but there simply isn't any- work
available."
Every
year,
Kentucky
Housing Corporation (KHC)
coordinates the Point-In-Time

Count of homeless individuals
across the Commonwealth (the
2010 court will take place on
Thursday, January 28, 2010).
Kentucky's 2009 Point-In-Time
Homeless Count found over half
of the homeless individuals who
were identified said they did not
have housing because they.
could not affordtriThe 411110
also found that
ost 6:860
individuals. outside of Jeffers.%
and Fayene Counties, were precariously housed, meaning they.
were doubled- or tripled-up with
family or friends, living in substandard housing conditions, or
expecting eviction within seven
days. This number, which was
a 29 percent increase from the
previous year. is concerning
because homeless individuals
are usually precariously: housed
before they become homeless.
Kentucky
Housing
Corporation Chief Executive
Officer Richard L. McQuady
explained, "Kentucky is unique
in that. because much of the
state is rural, homeless persons
are not as visible as in urban
areas where many service
providers are located. Because
the rural homeless aren't as
noticeable, people think homelessness is not a problem in their
communities."
After the proclamation signing, Mrs. Beshear volunteered at
Access Soup Kitchen of
Frankfort. The majonty of the
produce
raised
in
the
Governor's Garden was donated
to Access Soup Kitchen.
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Learn to Sew Cla.ss today

The regularly- scheduled Learn to Sew Class
will meet today. (Thursday )from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
at the Amencan Legion building. Students who
have one are asked to bring their sewing machines. A zippered travel bag will be made. For more information call 753-1452.

Pairs & Pares to meet
Pairs & Pares Sunday- School Class of First Baptist Church will
nieet Friday at 11 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

O'aytor presents program at Theta Department meeting

:,,,
- Jim Taylor of the Land
een the Lakes presented a
ial program at the October
oeeting
of
the
Theta
l
, epartmen
u
t of the Murray
oman's Club held at the club
se.
• Taylor used his video comter to show the slides of the
.any places in the Land
etween the Lakes that are
vailable for recreation and spea-

Murray Lodge #105 of Free and Accepted
Masons will have a called meeting Saturday
at 10 a.m. at the lodge hall. The Entered
Apprentice Degree will be conferred on four
candidates. A poduck lunch swill be served.
Following lunch the Fellowcraft degree will
be conferred on two members.
The regular stated meeting will be
Monday at 7:30 p.m. A potluck dinner will be
served at 6.30 p.m. Members are urged to
come and enjoy the work and fellowship.

Laker Band has project
Callow:ay County High School Laker Band is selling cookie
dough and butierbraids. Orders are due by Fnday. To order call the
CCHS Band room at 762-7395.

MHS Class of 2013 plans event
Murray High School Class of 2013 will have a pancake breakfast
Saturday from 7 to 10 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Tickets will be sold
at the door. For more information call 293-1933.

'Tiger Night'scheduled Saturday

Murray High School Backboard Club will sponsor "Tiger Night"
Saturday beginning at 4 p.m. at the high school. This will involve
the Murray High and Murray Micklle boys and girls basketball
teams, Little League teams, liger Stars, and MHS and MMS cheerleaders and dance teams. Admission is free for students involved in
Tiger Night and for children 6 and under and $5 for adults and
everyone else. A chili supper is included in the adnussion price.
Tiger merchandise, raffle baskets and other items will be available
to purchase.

Knitters and Wannabees meeting

Knitters and Wannabees will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the community room of Calloway County Public Library. All knitters are
welcome. Bnng your own project or the group can help you get
started on one. Also the group will knit hats and scarves for the
Santa Project. Join the group for an hour or two of fun and friendship. For more information call Dot at 753-4803.

Knitting Group will meet
Knitting Group (Prayer Shawls) will meet Friday at 9 a.m. at
First United Methodist Church. 'Those attending knit or crochet
shawls. The group has given 20 shawls to Hospice for the
patients
and also to homebound persons. All interested women are invited
For information call the church at 753-3812.

Reformers' group will meet

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more informati
on or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray. Shrine Club Bingo will be Fnday at 6:30 p.m. at the
club
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

Glory Bound will meet Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will meet Friday at
7 p.m.
at Goshen United Methodist Church, located on Ky. 121
North at
Stella. Featured will be soloist, Eddie Boone, and the group,
Brotherly Love. Items for Need Line will be received. For
more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at
7538124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Events needed for guide
Any organization, business or individual who would like an
event featured in the official 2010 Murray Visitor Guide's event
calendar should contact Enn Carrico at the Convention and Visitors
Bureau. The guide is sent to print in early December and will be in
circulation for all of 2010. Ms. Carrico can be reached by calling
759-2199 or mail at erincarrico@tourmurray.com

MHS Swim Team plans project

Murray High School Swim Team is now having a fundraiser with
Avon which will end Sunday, Nov. 22. For more information or a
book call Jamie Wilson at 226-3965.

DAR will meet on Saturday
Sharon Mayne Withers, state regent of Kentucky Society of the
Daughters of the Amencan Revolution, will be the guest speaker at
the meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the DAR on
Saturday at noon at the American Legion facility at 310 Bee Creek
Dr., off North 4th St., Murray.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings on Friday
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the New Concord post office.

4-H Ham Project Group will meet

4-H Country Harn Project particti,ants will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 6 p.m. at the county extension office.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
today
(Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway. County
Public
Library. For inforrnation call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-6646.
,M10110101111k
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Raffle
Pnzes • Face PairMng • Over 40 Vendors

November 14 & 15• 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
National Guard Armory, Hwy. 121 N., Murray
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Jazz Orchestra to perform Gershwin concert
Special to the Ledger

The
MUSIC
of George
Gershwin will be center stage
beginning at 8 pm on Tuesday,
Nov. 17, as the Murray State
University Jazz Band and Jazz
Orchestra present their fall concert under the direction of Todd
E. Hill in Historic Lovett
Auditorium on the campus of
MSU in Murray, Kentucky. The
famed "Rhapsody in Blue" will
close the program featunng
piano soloist Kala Dunn. The
public is cordially invited and
there is no admission charge.
Opening the evening's program will be the MSU Jazz
Band performing "Lady Be
Good," arranged by Terry
White. "Embraceable You"
arranged by Roy Phillipe,
"Summertime" arranged by
Dave Rivello and "I Got Plenty
o' Nothing" arranged by Joe
Jackson. Immediately following
the Jazz Band will be the MSU
Jazz Orchestra performing the

1p.m. at the club
nvited.
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Sunday, novetnier 1514, 2009
1:00 p.tn. - 5:00 p.m.

Gallery .109
Fairbanks Studio

Photo provided
Music Professors Todd Hill (left) and Dr, Stephen Brown,
along with piano soloist Kala Dunn of Pnnceton study the
score to Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue," which will presented
as part of an All-Gershwin Concert at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov.
17 in Lovett Auditorium.

Theatre Department presents 'Flea In Her Ear'
Special to the Ledger

Harlan, "is one of the most demanding styles of comedy to perfortn.
The action is non-stop from start to finish making the performance
of the play sitnilar to running a marathon! These actors have committed their blood, sweat arid tears to this production ... but then,
nothing less is required to properly execute a farce!"
Angi Hanan directs this outrageous comedy; Brent Menchinger
designs both the scenery and lights, and Heidi Ortega designs the
costumes.
Reservations for the show are highly encouraged. Ticket information is available by calling the MSU Departrnent of Theatre and
Dance at 270-809-4421. Show dates and times are Nov. 19-21 at
7:30 p.m. and Nov. 22 at 2:10 p.m. All shows are in the Johnson
Theatre in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building on the MSU carnpus.

The Department of Theatre and Dance and the Department of
Music at Murray State University will present the play "A Flea in
'Her Ear" Nov. 19-22 at the Robert E. Johnson Theatre in Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Wfitten by Georges Feydeau and translated from the
original French by John Mortimer, this classic farce makes for a
'wildly fun and slightly outrageous evening of theatre.
l'he highly respectable world of Victor Emmanuel Chandebise is
tumed upside-down when his easily flustered wife, Raymonde, suspects him of infidelity aral concocts a plot to catch him "in the act."
Set in motion by a he,avily perfumed letter, the scene shifts to the
colorful Hotel Coq d'Or where nothing is what it seems to be ...
least of all the hall porter, Poche, who is the spitting image of Victor
Emmanuel. Raymonde's plot backfires spectacularly and spirals out
'of control as mistaken identities, two jealous husbands, a severe
speech impediment and a revolving bed add to the chaos.
According to Angi Hanan, the show's director, "This could be
one of the best plays ever written ... the script is so well crafted, and
the plot so deliciously layered ... it is a real joy-ride for the audience
to see it all unravel!" And while it may seem as though such a well
iconstructed piece woul.d mate the process of pesPrtning this show
.easY..foc thC Actors. dig et. NA at all the case...'1Farce-. explains

The MSU Council of College
'Heads presents the Murray State
Idol Vocal Competition on
Monday, Nov. 16 at 7:30 p.m. in
Lovett
Auditorium.
Representatives from the residential colleges will compete for
first and second place trophies in
a one-hour program. Additional
featured
musical
groups
V.I.T.A.L.(Various Inspirational
Talents Artistically Labeled,
Perforrning Arts Company of
the
Marvin
D.
Mills
Multicultural Center), and
Sigma Alpha Iota, the professional women's music sorority
in the MSU Department of
Music, will also perform.
Admission to the competition is
FREE, however audience members are asked to donate a nonperishable food item at the door
to be donated to thc Back.pack

,0%1)c.,couilt ori Fine Arc
Portrmt Cononi,,ston,
Free l'aunins(
1.)emon,-Etat loll, from 11,

Program.
Contestants include Evan
Boswell, Elizabeth College;
Katie Hughes, Hart College;
Kelsey Bogard, Hester College;
Rodney Mills, Lee Ciark
College; Ellie Rodenberg,
Regents
College; Claudia
Brauss, Richmond College;
TBD,
Springer-Franklin
College, and Elizabeth Harris,
White College. Each contestant
won the semi-finals competition
at their respective college.
The event will be hosted by
Dr. Debbie Owens and Dr. Brtan
Clardy, and three prominent
members of the Murray community will serve as judges. For
further information or questions
contact Dr. Richard Scott,
Coordinator, Murray State Idol
Vocal
Competition,
at
270.809.2105,
Or
richard.scott@murraystate.edu.
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NEW BUSINESS IN MURRAY!!!
:
!

To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916 or
hteagueOmurrayiedgercom.
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Notions

Classes

Everos

In the Murray Business Center
1900 N. 12th St. Suite D
between Fastenal and Enterprise
270-753-4331
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November 14th
& 15th

Main

Paducah's Carson Center at
7:30 p.m Friday, Nov. 20. For
tickets call (270) 450-4444.
or visit www thecarsoncen
ter org.

• 'tn.

4 :rr,1)411

lioliday Open _Awe

r
•0P

Arts in the
• There will be a percussion
ensemble concert at 8 tonight
(Thursday) in Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium.
• Nashville's John Sutton
wil!
Band
play
tonight
(Thursday) at the Big Apple
Cafe and Murr-Vegas Allstars
will play next Thursday, Nov.
19. Music starts at 9 p.m. There
is a cover charge and weekend
shows are limited to ag6s 21 and
older.
• The opera. 'Dido and
Aeneas" will be performed
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
and at 3:30 p.m. Sunday in the
Performing Arts Hall in MSU's
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
'Bright Star." directed by Jane
Campion.
through
Friday
Sunday. Fur details and show
times. visit www.maidenalleycinema.org.
• Branson. Mo.'s Leroy Troy
will perform at Draffenville's
Kentucky Opry at 7.30 p.m.
Saturday. For tickets. call (270)
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704.
•The Newmatics will play at 8
p.m Tuesday at Nick's Family
Sports Pub.
• The Murray State University
'Department of Theatre and
Dance presents "A Flea In Her
Ear," by Georges Feydeau Nov.
19-22 in the Robert E Johson
Theatre. All shows are at 7'30
p.m. except for the Sunday matinee at 2:30 p m.
• There will be a symphonic
band and chamber winds concert at 8 p.m Thursday. Nov.
19.
• Larry Gatlin & the Gatlin
Brothers will
perform
at

Lis,(,ift (

kt.
irionerice.
...oreaproso•••

MSU Idol set for Monday
Special to the Ledger

ns program, will
tist Church. The
lformation or for

Count Basic band's version of
"Strike Up the Band," a new
arrangement by Lisa DeSpain of
"I Loves You Porgy," Frank
Mantooth's arrangement of "'S
Wonderful'.
and
Sammy
Nestico's
arrangement
of
"Fascinating Rhythm." After a
bnef intermission, the stage will
be set for the famous "Rhapsody
in Blue."
Piano soloist Kala Dunn is a
native of Princeton. Kentucky.
She is a graduate of the prestigious interlochen Arts Academy
and is a senior plan° performance major at MSU. Kala is on
staff as choral accompanist at
First Presbyterian Church in
Murray. She has previously
appeared as soloist with the
MSU Symphony Orchestra on
Grieg's Piano Concerto. She
performs frequently as a regional freeiance artist on piano and
flute. Kala Dunn is the student
of MSU's Dr. Stephen Brown.

Sunday's City Wide
Christmas
Open House
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Normal Business Hours:
Mon.-Fn. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sun. Closed

•
•

Bring this ad in during our SPECIAL
Christmas •I
Open House Hours on Sunday, November 15,
2009.
and get a FREE FAT QUARTER!!!
a

6 • Thursdav. November 12, 20404
•

1 11:1'
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Sunday., Ylovern‘er
Be sure to rep,:'ter to lei 1 three
Mond
Drawing boxed located a • rtierp
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Saturday & Sunday
New
Christmas Catalog

Sot.,Nov. 14th • 10 a.en.-2 p.m.
Nov. 15th • 12-5 p.m.
I argest selection of Certiftett Deamomit
Gemstones, Platinum, Gold t,‘,11

WelpKinz

Gernologists

Ctajf — In lime,,e
.iuslotto Design
I immcing trail:TM. -

llingl
urser

LilKinz

sifts
olida
en Ha

W 'low Tree Platinum Dealer

COME MI NVO

aeietio gookoge

#64/

Rill OU7 YOUR
WV,/ CaRO
4417 -

Court Square

5th & Main

Tiber 14th
20% OH
tware & E

753-1622

itlitc01C204* Allb $10 0% 0

t Open House

cicy C'enified
Professionals

Saturday, Nos/ 14th & Sunday, Noy, 15th
• To show our appreciation for all your support ,̀e#
0,
this year we are offering our customers

•
110

BUY ONE, GET ONE

n Mon.- Sal
Sun. 1-5

• Ornaments • Fresh Greenery
• Holiday Arrangements
• Gift Baskets

'41k

.641 N. MU
753-1725
1-800-472-88!

SO% OFF
Exchatng Sale !tents
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
ve
n
t
ieue

7.11k.

Home Decor • Mexican Pottery & iron
isometry•arr1441 Ri#041),

,

400 maxp..• murrily•787-00074
14
,

1411$1
6
0-616*

*0

1625 121 NORTH BYPASS•1AURRfklfls•,(?79)§7,:g.99.9
website - www.aiestivetouchflorist.corn

140

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE

Saturday, Nov. 141 4.10 a.m.,
Sunday, Nov.-1 M.* 1-5 p,

November 14th-15th
Specializing in Boys Sizes
preemie to Size 7 and
Girls Sizes preemie to 6X ...
and all things Nursery!

•Convertible Cribs
•Kalencom Diaper Bags
•Boppy Pillows
•Medela Breast Pumps & Supplies
•Puddle Jumpers
•Nursery Rhyme Books
209 N. 12th St.

Ne
Me:
Ha

Draw Your
Own Discount
Sat. & Stm.
10-50% Off

Registerfor 4
$25 Gift:Certificates!

M
1?-0 4

1.,1\ , • ( ,s,

....ittaist
:•

Children's Clothing & Accessories

Visit Our Holiu

Murray, KY • 270-753-7534

OPEN HOi
Friday, Nov.13th • 9 am
Saturday Nov. 14th • 8 a.

Come see vihy
has been thosen

10%40%

Top 25 Gifted Retailer

in the U.$. at our

Do°r
?rives

S
IDEISALA
SALE
50%-75%

Refresinnellts.

f verTior

receiVe a

Fl

Let our team
• • • make your holii

shopping eas
with

Gift Certific

c tom ers fit
facebook

Gift Baske

a_•
•

Silk. tirli.tipti 11'116
4
-'MD

MUMIra=

(Awful. of 12th & S:t-citinorc
753-9229 • WWW•Whitneysgifts,com

k,l H5SENTIAI DAY
1307 Johnson Bhd.• Murray
www.edsmurriay.eudv• 1270) 767-076
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Thursday. November 12, 2009 • 7
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n
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tto dr)
serendipity on the Square
chamber Christmas Open
"
se

5th, 2009 • :00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
giciter to
three $50.00 Chamber Checks to be given away on
Monday, November 16th.
t located at )articipating busineseies marked with the Chamber logo.
OVeM

ter

• /,,tm•

I Sifts

,
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nber 14th & 15th
20% OFF
tware & Decor
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%

ite4 'or Planting
Sti
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.641 N. MURRAN
/53-1725
Mk
1-800-472-8852 IR/
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(270) 761-BAGS (2247)
109 S. 4th St., Court Square • Murray

270.761.6255• 270.293.4160
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pen Jciou3e
Thursday.. Friday 8.

Sunday, November 15th

Satuirday

BLIy A
Gift Certifi
Cate
—way dr Re,

Upl.°
Redr
Ptod'ict5'

115% OFF
STOREW1DE!

Ch
,
Coupon!

We will also be collecting toys for the
Tiger Christmas for Kids - Age infants to 18 years

1";•4,
ktYr

West SIde of Court Square • 753-9161

PEN

4

1306 South 12th Stoat, Murray, KY (across from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet)

S COL RI
Tall

Last

WINTER FASHION
1500TS
JUST IN!!

NOW OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK!

n Mon. - Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5

4$16 ip
s'4
0

".•

60

wkiieTi,,_

Home Trends, Antiques,
Furnit-ure, Consignments
& Collectibles

icky Certified Nurser-,
Professionals"

(AAR;

•
•.t

,$
Open House Special

Sunday, Nov. 15 • Noon - 5 p.m.

• 1Y:111(011,

•

OUSE

day, Nov. 14t 440 a.m.-5 p.m.
mday, Nov.1 th • 1-5 p.m.

Pamper Yourself
°
P
M
November 13th-15th

74..)a

New
Men's
Hats

Off
RIEWIDE

Registerfor 4
$25 Gift:Certificates!

)thing Fit for a King.
Vonitai(-i ',dais :it o.rit

Ii

sairmit.t .

Visit Our

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, Nov. 14th •9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 15th • 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
"el
;

riot

10% Off Ail Services Fri. & Sat.
10% Off

Refresl•enents
Served Sunday

Gift Certificates Sunday
Register to win 'A Day at the Spa Package"
Includes 30 Min. Massage, 30 Min. Facial
& Manicure (over Sioo value)
Hours: Fri. 9-5, Sat. 10-3, Sun. 1-5

The Kneaded
Touch
303 N. 12th Street, Murray

i)i
•

270-767-0045

kl -42071
..

Visit Our Holiday

OPEN HOUSE

Fridau, \dv. 13th • 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturtial4 \or. 14th • 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

10%4140% OFF
Everyong ;Al receive a FREE gift!

Pre-Christmas Sale

40% OFF STOREWIDE
(In stock merchandise only)

All Styles Men's & Ladies Enix Watches

112 Price The Entire Month of November!
Let our team
make your holiday
shopping easy
with

While supplies last.

Open

-Attie

part. - 5 p.m,.

• 3 Year Warranty

Gift Certificates

• Lifetime Battery

15070 OFF
STOIREW1111:
(!mode,0•1•1
1711.1.1

• Assembled in
the USA with
Swiss Parts

Gift Baskets!

SSENTIAI DAY 5PA

1307 Johnson ltbd • Murray
fww.edstnurray.com •(270)767_0760

nizac 9.1

jean-

arie's

tolique 9iffs & erlorlo9eament.19

107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p.m., Closed Sun.
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

'
•
'
•
•

"
:
•
•

+ Pc. Quilted Travel Set
Reg si.,0

Holiday Open House

a

oliday
() en House

•••••

Register For 4
$75 *Gift Certificates!

Trends N Treasures

Ltrgr

I
AA
voit.14,

111111POIMPOW
• ov. /4th • 16 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun., Nov. 15th • 1-5 p.m.

406 S. 1 2th St.•761 -1480
F•rl

facebook

X • 1 hursday,

November 12, 2009
Murray Ledger &
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Uegil Seeks
Make
Peressile
Pletsweal
Sestemile Sweed
LerS And FOAMS
reels NNW
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Cinfailer.
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As011swee
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&eery Esteprearre
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Firewood
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NMI. moose For Rent
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numwee hentete
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INDEX
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CI.ASSIFIED AD RATES
ADJUSTMENTS

Mr MOM
LAM Property
Lote For Mr
Lola For Rent
Fares For See
Adresse
*twee For Sere
elototcyceee & ATV •
Auto Pena
Sport MOM von..
Uri Can
Vane
Wed Truces
Compere
losb & Motor.
Swoon °Seim
Free Colorer
Tobacco & &spew

I it•.1•1

Lot #3.4

...kfk.10,

DEADLINES
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5.8.5o

olumn Inch, 609 Discount 2nd Run,
404/ Discount 3rd Run
A.i
AO. Alo.r ,01
th
1)L4 I,
t .o.61
$3.35 per column inch extre fur Monday IShopprig Guide)
•I

I

•

$5.25 First Day words or less - Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 2.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds gu into Smart Saveri

Ft 11 La.
Ike. 1 pa.
Vat 5 pa.
flit I pa.
11am.
Tly. 1 pa

Tuna;
Iistasay
^1111011

Sarly

ORAIITSiltie1111rWlii. fo tell di•IlOr. rad re:tin

14Plan lemor Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for jill Stephens or
Ashley Morris
Mop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m. • Fax: 753-1977

PUBLIC NOIIICI
Calloway County Emergency Plaarung Committee
A sseating of the Local Emergency Planning
Committee will be held Tuesday, November 17, 2009
at 2:00PM at the Celloway County Pira-Reseue
Squad Station 1, located at 101 East Sycamore
Streit Murray.
Pullman' to Section 324, Title III of thie Federal
Superfund Arnendrnenta and Reauthorization Act
(SA19,0 of 1986(PL 99-499i. the following information is provided in complumee with the Community
Right-to-Know requirements of the SARA Law and
the open meetings aid open records provisions of
Kentucky Revised Statutes
Members of the public may contect the Calloway
County Emergency Planning Committee by venting
William Call, Chairman Calloway County
Emergency Planning Committee., t515 Coles
Campground Road. Murray, Kentucky 42'071, or by
calling 270, 293-0068 or e-mail wealleonchsi.00m.
The Calloway County Emergency Planning
Committee conducts merino at the Calloway
County Fire-Reecue Squad Station 1, 101 East
Sycamore Street, Murray, or at other locatioins,
accordance witb the Kentucky Operi Meetings Lew.
Members of the Public may request to be notified or
regular or special meetings as previded KRS.
61.820 and KRS 61.925. Recorda of the Planning
Committee. including the county emergency operations igen, material safety data sheets, ard inventory forms, or any follow-up emergency nonce+ eu
may subsequently be issued, are open for Iwo.:
tion, and members of the public voho midi to review
theme records may do so try appointment with
William Call, address above. as required by the
Kentucky Open Records Law. The local 24-hour
telephone number for purposes of emergency notification, as requtred by SARA, ta(270, 753-1621, at
the Murray Polite Department

stafeere

NOTICE
Advallaws are
napreabal to ctoce
the Snot bisection of
tisk ad fte are
error. Murray Ledger
& Timers will be

responsible tor only
one incorrect Inserbon. My error
should be
reported Immediately so COfTeettiOnS can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur,
Readers using this
mfortnatior do so at
their
own
risk
AllhOugh persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledeer
&
Times, nor any of ets
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

LOST: Small female,
roegh coce Jack
Russell Terrier. white
wrth brovm face, last
seen OTI Tom Taylor
Rd near Knights carpet, child's pet If
found Call
(270)227-0906

BATIKS by Design
Ouift Shop. a new
store in Murray ries
immediate openings
for 2 part-brie sales
specialist Nett:one
We are looking for
excellent
people who share our
love for the customers
we serve, the products
we sell
anti the work we do'
Will be required to
teach quitting/seveng
classes
Intermediate quilting &
sewing skills required.
Please send resume
to
info0batiksbyclesign.c
one Call 270-7534331 if you have any
questions

IC

Subscribe to the

1._ilmalle Delivery

Local Mall e
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3am .---.439.1111
3
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Iblicalahaa
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Ileclieme)
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I
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I

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270)799-1918
a.

Interested applicants must apply by reswne
only,- interviews will be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot intervi.ws will be
conducted.

LETAI'6ER& TIMES

a

0

Full-tirne Customer

- los Rep position
neerlect Must have Knowledge of
verification of Medicare, Medicaid &
private insurance coverages. Experience
in medical field & Administranve record
management preferred.
Resontee will be accepted at
Holland Medical
906 Aratdia Circle

IWO

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
sx full-time and parttime days and afternoons LPN positions.
we also offer an
expellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentudoe Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
FriFfikAP
PHeiNE
CALLS PLEASE
COOK needed, minimum 2-years validated experience. Part
time/Fult-time Goethe()
aveilabie. Starting pay
S7.50. Apply at
Matestic Steak House,
Mayfield, KY. Ask for
P.J

DISCLAIMER
When scorning thc
"help warted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgerconi.
you will be redirected
to jcknetwork can.
By default.
Murray and local pb
listings will appear on
dus websne
However. es a national
website. not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tones Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lielnals Thank you

Help Warded
MARKETING
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work.
No se46ng.
FulVPart-time.
Wore. Monday-Fnday.
$7.25-$16 per hour.
Paid Weekly.
762-9900
MURRAY Calloway
County Parks ts
accepting applications
for parenme seasonal
SPORTS COORDINATOR. Must have
experience in programming sports
leagues Bnng resume
or pick-up application
at Parks office
762-0325
PRESCHOOL
DIRECTOR
Kingdom Kids
Learning Center,
licensed preschool, is
now receiving applications for a Director Training will begin
April 1st. 2010.
Preschool located at
Westside Baptist
Church
For more information
call Director, Dorothy
K. Rogers
(270) 753-8698
PROPERTY
Management
Company is new hinng
a full time Leasing and
Marketing Manager
Candidate must possess basic computer
knowledge Benefits'
Dnig Free Workplace'
Background
Screening'
Equal
Opportunity Empioyer.
Fax
resumes
to
(270)759-3005

Fl I OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Loage Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
IMMEDIATE Opening
for Marine
Miechierece
Must be knowledgeabair in all aspects of

marine applications
minimum of frve years
hands-on experience
Certifications helpful,
bte not required Join
a winning team'
Great Saiary &
Benefits, Jobs le
Western and Central
Kentucky E-mail your
resume to
Iwilson0marinasintl c
om or mall to'
Burnside Manna. Ann'
L Wilson, PO Box
577, Bienside. KY
42519

Oileleari

NEAR Urilverstty:
Extra Wrge 2BR, apt.
with very large living
room, all appliances
Included.. weenie &
dryer, Lots of closet
space, Central elec.
heat
and
air.
$350/cl•posit,
1350/mo. 270-7534580. Sam to Spm
Mon thru Sat for
appointment.

"AFFOIWABLE"

ail

526 & Under
:.
Designer Inspired .
4, .•
Handbags & Jewelry
Booth 4166

alb

Trends 81. Treasures Mall
(Old Uncle leff's Building t
•
•
•
•
•

Want tc buy home
exercise equipment
753-2361 after 5
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS.
AMPS & PEDALS
(2701339-4092
150

EXPERIENCED rnea
cutter Apply at Murray
Say-A-Lot, 905 S 12th
St

LgaR&TIMES

(Pews:

The Murra, Ledger & Times has a fuil-time
clencal position available. Applicant must
have computer knowledge arid be able to
multi-task. Exceptional interpersonal and
communications skills are required. Some
bookkeeping knowledge a plus, but not
required. Send resurrie to P.O. Box 1040-T,
Murray, KY 42071. No phone calL

Artier*
Foe San
SHOP Smith Saw
Mark 5 rt has a lathe,
disc sander drill press,
tabie saw alit in one.
Make items tor gifts or
for sale Call
753-4862
TOOLBOX. full-size
pickesp, side openings,
aluminum
diamondcut. $150. 293-1592.

LARGE
• SELECTIO:N
t1SED APPLIANCES
' 1NARD ELKINS - -

(270)153-1113

MAIN STREET
FuRNISHINGS
101 MAPLE ST
751-- 7fiF°1

1BR. price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex in city
Excellent privacy. Just
redecorated,
New
heating & air equipment. Wel hook-up,
willing to furnish wd.
Stove,
refrigerator
included. No pets.

THREE piece queen
size cherry bedroom
suite, all wood, no particle board $750. Oak
entertainment center
$150 Call 753-2772

Firewood for sale. $40
rick, delivered.
492-8266.
Firewood. 293-2487.

Yamaha
Clavinova
electric piano. Like
new. $1,500.
753-3236
Some Far kir
12 x 65 2BR 1 bath
nice house $4500
includes move and set
up 270-994-1595

HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR'?
DC
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED'
,
270-293-5806

1 40

L vi-tiefe" 1
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
134ue Book value.
293-899'9
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray.

1 BR for rent
Leib
les cable, Internet
w/d. $265/mo. no pets
non -smoking
759-4335
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

Large women's
clothing 2-3X,
household tterns &

Apartments
1505 Dloguid Drive
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-7534556
TDD 1-81111-S44-1933
Ext. 283
Equal c000lorwr

PRIMIEF1
MINISTORAGE
•Inside ciimate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & dean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

ferAml

370,

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & depose
required 753-4109

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath. garage. all
appliances,
C/HIA,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
anoweo. $675 mo
293-7404

Proo.
For kis

3- 4 BR brick, Jacuzzi
tub, hardwood. gas
logs, remodend. nonsmoking, no pets,
$675/mo. 759-4335.
3BR. IBA Central gas
heal. 1 year lease with
references, no pets,
106 S 13th $550/mo
(270)519-2699
3BR. 1BA, appliances
furnished, $595/mo.
978-0742,
3BR, 2Ba. all appliances, O/H/A, plus
lawn services.
227-5173.
HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel, KY,
must have references
$450 month + $450
security
(270)978-7441
SMALL 2BR. 1 mile
from city limits. Deposit
& Lease. No pets
S425
753-6156
WATERFRONT FOr
Rent, 2BR, 2BA, completely furnished More
info go to www hamletlakeretreatky corn or
436-S09

YARD SALE

J
itENTesh
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
!II & Girdle
$2.5 Itil5 $48
1270 436-2524
ire; Z93-69116

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. WM,
refrigerator.
stove
Very quiet. Ail utilities
paid inciuding electnc
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

LOCAL gourmet sand
wich shoppe fur sale or
761
lease
LAZY(5229)
Please leave message

I

L__

2111
CREEKWOOD
DRIVE
FRIDAY
7:00-4:00
SATURDAY
7:00-10:00
Chnstmas &
glassware, tX)Oks
& toyS, CtOthes
many new

BARN SALE
TURN OFF 641N
ONTO 1824, GO TO
METHODtST
CHURCH AT MARSHALL CO. LINE,
TURN Rifeiff ONT TROUT DR. 2ND
HOUSE, 2ND BAR
SATURDAY

- ProP- Ft* Awl

_..1
COMMERCIAL building for lease. Free
standing building with
parking. Great location
in Murray $500/per
month. Cal now
270-761-0133.
Pots Sipples

2 male poo-poms
(270)753-2251
7 week old male boxer
puppies. only 3 left
Fawn & bnndle mix
$200 293-3468
293-3467
AKC Great Dane $800
& Chihuahua $350
Shots & wormed
270-210-6067
AKC Steh-Tzus, vet
checked, first shots, 1
male, 1 female $350400 (270)851-3943
(270)908-1961

e-t •s
ESTATE SALE
8361 ST RT 121N.
976-1928
TUE-SAT
9:00-7
SBS refrigerator,
stove still in box,
Ducan Phys. tabie,
freezer, 03 Poneac
Sunfire. appfiences
tots of dntigues. too
much to mention

YAFID SALE
131 TILE DR.
GO TO Iii4E TO
290, LESS THAN

1 MILE TO T1LE
DR.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
Baby ,tems dtsh
es, odd 8, ends
ctothtng

293-4600
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR CieVA
Low utilities Quiet.
VVhat you've been
looking for. $440 +
deposit
(270)978-0913

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Please call Hamlet
North Apartments
753-7559

11-1
110Pol
,

ANTIQUES Caft Larry
753-3633

SATURDAY

NMI
\
•.1‘11t111.1

GERMAN Shepherd
pupPes $250-ea
YOI*113 puppies,
females/$500.
male/$400, full-blooded, vacinated
(270)247-5799
(270)748-5909

sass
3BR. 2B, by lake
$375 monthly
(270)753-2251
-313P1 $295
753-6012

DRIVE
FRIDAY &

MISC

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs

pets.759-4696.

GARAGE SALE
1821 KEENLAND

Ainnesw •••••=m•••••••116

2BR near MSU,
ances
furnishee.
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, Cli-VA, ail appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remcdeled, or'
campus, CAVA, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no

Terms:

8:00-7

Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

1 BR, 1 BA apt wed
$350
2BR townhouse wd
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
RepairsUpgrades
759.3556

G&C
STORAGE snd
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Celt (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

various
location s
Coleman RE
753-9898

nice, large 1 bedroom
with all appliances
including washer &
dryer Call
(270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085
EX'rRA large, extra
nice, 2BR, 2BA. 1410
Hilwood.
$595/mo.
753-3018.
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel, We
pay the electric bill,
water,
trash, and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer Only
$550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

Also la
ment
which i!

r111111I
ye711

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Sereion
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing

$465imo.
270-767- t 76
213R duplex. CNA

EXCEPTION.ALLY

L,ot
shown
at page

Lotion h
goes to

GARAGE SALE
1551 CANTERBURY DR.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7:00-?
Thomas Train Table, gets newborn
clothes, boys tOddler clothes, children's
bOOk & toys, carseat, bouncy children's
seat. 25' TV, king & queen bedding, brass
fireplace screen, 2 bathroom mirrors. lawn
Spiker, men's jeans & pants 38-40. Men's
Shorts & jackets XL-XXL, disheS.
misc. items.

For lint

Also lo
subdivi'
in book
County

All thes
The Mu

•
•
•
•
•

Lgkoftftd

UMW
&Mks

plat rec
clerk of

NO1011
SM111 SOW

F03I'f
hakerineylkieteserreoreeropeller

1111t

Murray

yemr

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

'
acres wrth 14x70
house trailer & Nese
bam, set up to board
horses (270)369-4653

SPECIAL!!!
-This 1 1.5
could be yours
for ONLY S85

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

per Mcinth .
'Up to-20 wbrds

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

(270)753-1916

ES11
Sat. N
Dm Cat
From Pack,
Mlles. The
45 And Ifie
BACK HOI
Backhoe.
Coleman
New Rubt
5800 Bac)
Extra 36*
Manifold.
Gas, Powi
RI Rubbe
EQUIPME
1 Row Cu!
3 Pt Bre
Concrete I
For Many
Trailers •
Wall Ties
Madene •
Watt Port
Tractor • C
Accessont
1 Ton Ser
Dump Tru
Backhoe
Axle Traill
Very Peer
Johnson F
Complete SI

Menet ledpr& Thee
Nerseite Ad Nance
All teed NW advertent herein
ruNect to the Federal Fan
Hourieg Act. which makes it
illegal to adverted any preference, lintiatiOn or droverton bred on race. colot
war horahap, familial stirs ar rifted mirk or kirnon to mike any nee refs.
aro Iiireesesi or dist-einem
hon
forbid d • 7 'Ian.,
in the ialer rental Oi adiertnang
n4 real r,tate bred on foton ift
addtrion lo those prowned
under federal law
We win knownely stem ant
advertiono for oal estate which
ri not di violator the las All
perwins are hereto informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opporto
nits. bare
For further reastance
Fill'
licusee Advertising require
ments, contact NAA Course]
Rene P %Wm,i7O'31 648-1000

For Info CC
At 270-1

Stift

Mur
Firs
Ple;

Ledger & Times

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION

SAT. NOV 14, 2099 10:00AM

Location: Calloway County Courthouse,
South side of Murray, KY
CORRECTION
kDLINES

FOIL&
Rol uk.
le I pe
Ike 5
let RA
This, 11 UR.
Thle I PA

Lot #345 in unit I Anderson Shores subdivision
as shown by
plat recorded in plat book #4 page 54 in the office
of the
clerk of Calloway County Court.
Also lots /725 and 726 in unit 02 of the Pine Bluff
Shores
subdivision as shown by plat of the same which is of
record
in book /2 at page f2 in the office of the clerk of Calloway
County Court.
Lot #578 in unit 2 of the Pine Bluff Shores subdivision as
shown by plat of the same which is of record in Plat book
#2
at page /2.
Also lots #859, #860 in unit 3 of Kentucky Lake development corporation subdivision as shown by plat of same
which is recorded in Calloway County plat book 3 page 35.

All these lots will be sold at Absolute Auction.
The Murray Calloway County Habitat for Humanity organization has these lots donated to sell. All funds & pTOCeeds

goes to Habitat for Humanity.

ALE
URY DR.
1.1RDAY
girls newborn
uthes, children's
ouncy children's
an bedding, braSS
30in mirrors lawn
intS 38-40. Men's
.XXL, CeseeS,

Terms: All lots to be paid for day of auction. Nov 14.
For more infonnation call:

Dan Miller- Auctoneer (270)435-4144.

Re cca Lan olt 270 753-1492

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Tuesday, November 246, 2009@ 2:00 PM
3 HOMES IN
HENRY CO.TN!
LOCATED IN
PURYEAR &
PARIS,TN

Tat Sie

GARAGE SALE
1621 KEENLAND
DRIVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
6:00-7
Large women's
clothing 2-3X,
vusehold items &

Proper, Locations' Properly
tl: 221 Sort Street Rhea Th
Phoperty ti. 13345 Hew 641
Rhea TN Property ro in s
Porier Street Paris TN

PROPERTY 2' 13345 Vey. 6110
.
1effier,IN

REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT
210 PP Rt-GARDLESS
OF PRICE

1711SC

YARD SALE
2111
CREEKWOOD
DRIVE
FRIDAY
7:00-4:00
SATURDAY
7:00-10:00
Christmas &
Oassware. boOks
& toyS, Clothes
many new

BARN SALE
TURN OFF 641N
NTO 1824, GO TO
METHONST
:HURCH AT MARSHALL CO. UNE,
jRN RIGHT ONTOTROUT DR. 2ND
OUSE, 2ND BARN'
SATURDAY

ESTATE SALE
36/ ST RT 121N.
976-1926
TUE-SAT
9:00-?
SBS reingerator
stove still in box,
iucan Phyle table,
eezer, 03 Pontiac
unfire , epeesnces ,
ts of antiques, too
nuch tc mention

YARD SALE
131 TILE DR.
10 TO 94E TO
10, LESS THAN
MILE TO TILE
DR.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
aby items, dish's, odd & endS,
ctothing

skErift

my Ledger &
F•ir
Homing Act Notkr
val estate Ahortmed
glel
Federal faor
ang Att. which mei" sr
al to advertise arn prole
. Motion or descrimina
bard m ram
rem
, sex. handicap,
staw national ongm, or inter)
lo Met irk such mei,
s. hmslancel• or discs-mm.1

laws forbid deserumnation
e sale. rental or advertising
al estate based on faitors tr.
kon k, those protented
kderal law

will knowingly accept any
ming for real estate what
t edam",of the law All
ins are hereby informed
dwellings atm/teed are
able On an KIWI Oppre,
base

urther ametanor
Fa,•
Advertmos regtoro
g contact N AA Counsel
P Warn (711 648-100D

44/ClION WILL BE HELD ON
THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT
27/1 MIDI STREET
PURTEAR,TI1

EsPia PeOesFrrt snLL SE
SOLD SEPARATELY THEY
MIL NT SE OFFERED IN
COISINNADOW•
ATTENTION: INVESTORS - FIRST TIME HOME BUYERS
REAL ESTATE PROPERTY V 221 IleNh_liemithavemilL
Tfrce 3 DecP00111
ArrY1
Moms Featuring Fuli Bch, 2 Hat Been Using Room. Eatin Kitchen tar Nice Catenate Smoot
Top Skive Side By Side Refrigerator. Utiey Area. Nice Carpet_ Centrai Heet & M. Hardwood
Floors, Bonus Room & DetaOsecl 1 Car Garage
Meer issisiteyettxparyeaLik 4 Bedroom. I ul Balh Seca HOMO Felef,Ag
Living Awe Lame, Krtonen Cereal Heat & Ka Utley Area, Method Carport. Comae
Front
Beck Porches & Flea( Dect
89081831,7_1193.Pulit itemitferILITI Part* Rantsallad 2 Wawa 2 Batt Motile
rewaxing tee. Laminate Fearing New Shower Staii. Toilet & Pedeetel Sink In One OITA, Bates
deterrent Limy Area. Some Nee Light Fartures & Paint. Large Covered Front Porcb A Concrete
Natinsay Situated On. A 61 ',IQ. Lot Home Has Creat PorkokaO
REAL EltraralWaat 15% Dow Del 01 Sere Balares in 30 Dent Wye KW Be Repelled To
sign A Lad Woe Piet Wow Make Sour Inspections Pre! To Day 01 Sale 'A 10% Buyers
Premises VAIN Added To Friel Pk Pnce And indsdad C The Contact Prce

Visit Us On The Web• www.harrisauctions.com
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Efl'ATE AucinON
i Sat. Nov. 14th At 10:00 A.M.
bin Wm= EMU 7. NSW F11111011 AY
flarrr geltmas concrete"

From Paducah 1-24 At Exit 7. Take Hwy 45 South 8
Mlles. The Auction WIII Be Held At The Jet Of Fhey
45 And
1241 "Lawlor Bottom Commun "
Verr-30 NAG-dm AG eles.arsiIf
BACKHOES- TRACTORS - Case 580 Super E
Backhoe, 1 728 Hours -Has Been In The
Coleman Family Since Bought New" ROPS.
New Rubber 24" Bucket. SN 17033084 • Case
5800 Backhoe. 24" Bucket. ROPS, SN 908278,
Extra 36- Bucket • JD 4020 Diesel. Square
Manifold. Low Hours. SN 19a593R • JD 730
Gas, Power Steenng, Rollomatic. Fenders. 38”
R1 Rubber Remote. 3 Pomt Hitch. SN 7310004
EQUIPMENT - JD 12' AW Mee! Disc • 3 Pt
1 Row Cultivator • 6' & 7' - 3Pt Rotary Cutters •
3 Pt Box Blade
.Many Nice Advance
Concrete Basement Forms - 94" & 8. Enough
For Many Sizes 01 Basements All On Form
Trailers • Laserplane 350 Laser • Large Lot Of
Wall Ties. 1,2 Reber • Honda 3W-troweling
Mathine • Table Saw • Torches. Gages • 4000
Watt Portable Generator • Gilson 42" Lavm
Tractor • Concrete Contractor's Miscellaneous &
Accessones TRUCKS - TRAILERS - '85 GMC
1 Ton Servce Truck • '74 GMC 6000 Gravel
Dump Truck, 10' Bed •2 Axle Pentle Hitch 16'
Backhoe Trailer • Two - 16' Bumper Hitch 2
Axle Trailers • Single Axle 8' Trailer
Very Nice Pro Croft 17' Bess Boat And Trailer
Johnson Powered,Loaded WIth All Accessories

LrIe Prosody
LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT
SALE!
2 ACRE LAKE
LOT
VC FREE
BOAT SUPS!
Just
$24,900
was
959,900
Located on 160.000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky
Enjoy swimming pool,
walking trails. private
park, more.
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154. x 3348. kylakesale.com

Lots For Rant
3 acre lot for rent wrth
mobile home hookup
S200/Month

north of

murray on grant road
270-994-1595.

Compwit Settlement Oily Of Saki..Bank Letters A Mind
For Info Contact Ton Cotornan - (Tarry's Brother)
At 270-8
Or Cell 270-519-5809
say as. var -Ism rirseasircianists-esiorss
row Piast adr-coux iN nortaelhat e

S R. CAS
-r. -AME
- --.:::::.....-,EE
,i:E:J-s-t-E E:3''-' 1 i
cliNC: W.!.!. 0- 270-623-84

ft
'

.-

The Sellin

66
Macbine : ; fil -iblV

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

ilitus Re ids
11,000-SO.FT. home
in country, 6BFI, 6BA.
indoor pool, gymnasium, (26' tall ceiling),
5acres lake. lots of
outside decks, 5 acres
up to 90acres
559-2032.
2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3 5BA, see it
online at:
2007calumetway.com.
767-0106
2BR house w/upstairs,
vinyl siding. new
garage, 3-5 ac. in SW
Call. County S70.000
OBO. 293-9934, 293E3156, 435-4264, or
enboyd@wk.net.
3B, 313A. on 80 acres
Please caH 293-3665

1 hursday, Noiember 12, 2009 • 9

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANRIOUNCEMENTS

*DIVORCE with or *ehout Children S.95 Wan
FREE name change
documents (wife only)
and mantel settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Cali us 24hr*
7days
1-888-789°198
riReach Over 1 million
readerS with one call'
Contact the classified

department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more rnformation about
pacing a 25-word clasVied in 70 newspapers
for only S250
BUSINESS
SERVICES
*DI SH
Network
S19 99/mo Why pay
more tor TV/ 100.
channels FREE 4Room Install FREE
HO-DVR Plus S600
sign-up Bonus Caii
Now' 1-866-240-3844

busiiuss. HeiiRr Care
Acfrmnistration
Hearth-Care
related
field Minimum of hve

years of superviserY
administrative experience in a Hospice.
Home-Healte, Hospital
or other related healte
care program Excellent
wetter'. oral and intre•
personai skills a rnust.
The application deadline is November 30
Equal
Opportunity
Employer No calls or
faxes Please Submit
your resume and cover
letter via email to
phi edsearch0gmaii.co
m or snail mail to
Pennyroyal Hospice.
Attn
Personnel
Committee. 220 Burley
Ave.. Hopkinsvilie. KY
42240

E3iossom Georgetown
Cali
502-570-9489
about Stay arid Play.
including
furnished
townhome golf for four
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

Weed

Cuomo BuLLocesio
•Lancl-clmnrig
•Unclertkuaning *Pones
*Lakes wesserways
Frog EsteikaMs

22 years exp
•BIH
293-0371
Trucking
Company
Driver
DRYWALL
repair &
Trainees Needed! No
CDL- NO PROBLEM, painting. Free estimates.
270-873-991
6
Earn up to $900i, week
Cornpany
endorsed
COL Training
Job
assistance Financial
assistance 888-7805539
•Orrvire CDL-A Flatbed
Up to 40CPM Home
Time Benefits OTR
Experience Required
No felonies Commeteci
to Safety Carrier since
1928! 800-441-4271
xKY-100

1.41 GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION, tspeur

& maintenance on
doors 8 operators
Reaidenes1 & commercial Locally owned &
operated 293-2357
436-4049

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• painting • Fix-rts
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270)436-2228
1%1 '
I s t% ‘`. 1
\I \\ \LIM I \ I
• antral%

idies 'at pit
,,Ailettopenised

I

Pool Table Guy.
Kt nen Experence
Pod room Bought SW
Servces and Moved
731-819-1655

rHE Murray Ledgew &
Times considers its
SOUICOS reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
own
their
rick
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable The
Murray Leogwr &
Times nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for 'nee actrveies

look
cieiKT

WWW PAIMSERARC COM

(2701619-5313
759-1151 293-2713
*Sullivan University, Ft
•C.enifieo *Portable
*Flatbed
293-2714
Company
&
Knox campus) seeks
•Aluminum *Stainless
0/0 Drivers Needed
adiunct instructors to
0/0
Must
1 'aril
have
own
k
all if
teach mathematics and
trailer and equipment
1,0 ItIc
computer applicatioes
r oiy_14 I ,f
Excellent
Pay
&
Requires
Master's
330i St Rt 121N
Beeefes, Horne week
Degree with at least 18
753-8087
FOR SALE
hours in the discipline ends. Low Deadhead
Miles
M-F
8AM*SAWMILLS
FROM Teaching e xpei ience 5PM
800-525-3383
Winter
ONLY
$2,990 00-- preferred
e xt
106. Or apply HOUSE Husband
quarter
begins
January
Convert your LOGS TO
online at www.tlex- Ail types of nome
VALUABLE LUMBER 4, 2010. Send resume press corn
YEARRY'S
Tree
repairs No lob too
with your own Norwood
Service Free estismall
portable band sawmill puphaus sulevan ado •FREE CDL CLASS-A
mates Phone
270-519-8155
Log skeklers also avert- PO Box 998, Ft. Knox, TRAINING Must be
436-2562 227-Cr267
LAID OFF, Collecting
able
norwood- KY 40121. EOE.
Unemployment
or
sawmills corni300n
INSTRUCTIONAL
exhausted
benefits
,:clurre
Free information 1800-578-1363-E xt300- •FREE HEAVY EOUIP- Funding thru STATE
MENT
OPERATOR WIA Program Must
ADULT male yellow
Leaf
TRAINING Must be meet
hiring
cat, very friendly.
I
Vacuum
HELP WANTED
LAID OFF. Collecting Requirements of Maior
neutered. 436-5413
Sarulca
cr Trucking Companies
*Executive Director Unemployment
CurbsIde or compere
PEA gravel Free for
benefits Financing
options/
Pennyroyal Hospice in exhausted
dean-upsi
the taking 753-5838
Hopkinsville. KY is Funding Thru STATE tuition reimbursement
WEST
Calloway
753-572
293-6608
6
seeking a rull-time WIA Program. AMERI- also available. TRUCK
County
Executive Directory to CAN HEAVY EQUIP- AMERICA TRAINING LEAF Removal, tree Development
MENT
TRAINING
866-244-3644
866work. stump grinding
oversee operation of
*Track hoe. dozer.
our growing organiza- 280-5836
backhoe work & septic
•PTL OTR Drivers. New Licensed & Insurea
437-4407
systems, top soil &
tion, serving 5 counties
MEDICAL HELP
Pay Package! Great
gravel for sale We
in Western Kentucky.
WANTED
Miles! Up to 46 opm. 12 Sirnmon's Handyman
build you a Home to
The Executive Director
& Carpentry. Service
months
experience
Suite your Needs 270will be responsible for •Ky Health Training required. No felony or Over 25 years Call
210-3781, 270-559the overall manage- Certified
DUI past 5 years 1377- Don, Murray area
2032..
519-8570
ment of Pennyroyal Mei:kcal Assistant, EKG 740-6262.
www.ptlHospice leading and Technician. Nurse Aide inc.com
developing staff fiscal Training, Phlebotomy
management. commu- training. Lexington & *Tango Transport now
Day. leasing flatbed & dry
nity and physician out- Georgetown.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for FrIday, Nov. 13, 2809:
reach, educational pro- Night, Weekend class- van 0/0. No forced dis'This year crude be quite important and pivotal. How you respond to
es.
859-963-2901
patch.
Fleet
,
owners
888grams. fund developSteady challenges will define thie next few years. You are in the process of
ment and regulatory 2 7 4 - 2 0 I 8 wel:ome.
and licensure compli- WWW,nursea,cletraining- freight- great miles. Joon ending a cycle that began roughly 25 years ago. What was happenthe Tango Team. Cal, ing then? Where v.ere you' In die next year, be honest with yourself
ance, as wall as other centeccom
877-826-4605
about what isn't working. 'You could, try to make an adjustment
responsibilities deemed
SPORTING/SPORTand/or let go of the situation. This process retnains critical and key
appropriate try the
ING GOODS
Board of Directors.
to the following cycle. If you are single, you'll meet people who
*STAY
AND
PLAY
at
Bachelor's Degree minoften aren't available, though that part of them won't be revealed
imum or Master's one of Kentucky's top
immediately. If you are attached, the two of you benefit from taking
ftisd
courses,
golf
Cherry
Degree preferred in
(Hill Electric a special vacation together, as well as weekends away from the daily
grind. LIBRA reads
Since 1986
you cold.
24 Noun soma
Res.. Com., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. 43BR, 2.5BA, brick, 5 95 Jeep Wrargter soft
All _lobs - hig or small
Positive. 1-Average. 2-So-so. I -Difficult
op, excellent condi
acres. Lynn Grove
753-9562
ion,
new
tires
area. 293-1681.
AR!ES (Mr.rch 21-April 19)
127,00C miles. 96,500 436-2667 Lamb's
ENERGY saving new obo. 227-8765,
***** Defer, defer, defer. You really have no other choice, but it
Professional Tree
home. 2,244 sq.e. 873-7980.
works anyway A meeting or get-together you have been waiting for
Service Complete
under roof, 3BR, 2BA.
and wanting can finally rnatenahze. You have plenty of reasons to
tree
(cath ceilings). 2 car
smile Tonight: Go with another person's suggestion.
removal, gutter
Usail
garage, concrete drive.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
cleaning. hauling, etc
patio & front porch no
**** An easy pace works iust fine, though you might be wonderIrtsured. Emergency
city taxes, S8.000 1993 Buick Century
ing why you keep potting up with so much around you. If you want to
293-1118
rebate, first time buy- white. blue intenor
eliminate a situation, you certainly have the wherewithal. Tonight:
automatic, ps, pb, 436-5141
A- Don't
ers. 210-3781,
go far from svhere you feel most relaxed.
cruise. good tires. AFFORDABLE
559-2032.
35,500-miles $4.000. Hauling Clean out GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Talks open up doors more easily than you thought possible.
293-1592
garages. gutters, iunk
hew 24
Ever a grumpy statement can trigger a talk if no or:e takes anything
tree
&
vvork
Bedroom boom en
personally. Discussions are animated. and all parties leam a lot.
nee
ADAMS
Horne
Riverfleld Rotates.
Tonight: On top of your game_
Improvement
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
p=rt 2006 Dodge Grand
Additions. ***** You might feel
like someone shares too enough informaCaravan. SEW-moles,
Remodeling. Roofing, tion As a result,
you could close down out of the blue. Be tnie to
S7.500 DVD, AC,
2,3.7872
Vinyl Siding. Laminate
yourself and don't compromise. On the other hand. don't turn into the
CRIISA. power-winFloors,
Repairs, proverbial Crab. TonightOrder in.
dows. roof-race.
insured
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
RENOVATED 4BR. (270)873-2077
227-2617, 474-0686
***** Your energy draws results, though someone might find you
IBA home near hospi- 1990 Ford Aerostar.
tal. Beautiful hard- 275k, needs work, ALL carpentry con- a tad combative. Do your best to meet the different minds, perhaps
struction. Reerocieling, through adapting your communication style. Others
wood/tile floors, sun- good engine, S500
respond to your
additions, all home & efforts in multiples. Tonight: You don't have to
room. basement appligo far.
transfer 474-0129
mobile
home
repairs.
VIRGO
(Aug.
23
-Sept.
22)
ances, new C/H/A,
metal. roofs, decks. *** Curb a need to be in control when
2,200 sq.e. $8,000 first
more than one person is
much more. Larryinvolved -- it is an impossibility Through understanding this fact. you
time home buyer
Nimmo 227-0587,
will evolve to a new level of interaction. Don't deny yourself this posrebate. 270-761-1317
753-2353.
06 Sierra GMC FLE
sibility. Tonight, Invite a friend out for dinner.
S89.500
half ton, 2wd, 5.3 ALL carpentry, all UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
engine. super cab. remodeling and home ***** You are in peak
condition and accomplishing more than
loaded. 39,000 miles
improvements. 20. your share of work. Relax with the moment.
and remember that this
Asking S18.500
years experience
is life after work! Make plans accordingly_ Eka yourself wherever
you
436-6081. Murray
References. free esti- go Others appreciate your authenticrty.
Tonight. Make what you yvant
mates. Call Rich
happen
227-4078. Available SCORPIO (Oct. 23-I4ov. 21)
immediately
*** The smart SiArrpio kicks back and worries less about
what is
happening around him or her. Integrate your feelings
about a personALLIANCE
al
or
professional situation, and then make a decision Listen to
TREE &-LAWN
your
LAWN SERVICE
inner voice. Tonight: Put yourself first right now
CAFtE
mrywaia.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
PROFESSIONALS
lands&aping
. ***** Zero in on what you want to do. If you have
been puthng off
-.Licensed Pi
. teal Vacufffning
an action or discussion. quite possibly the time is now
ToSueect
Someone from
Satislaciiem guffawed
a distance could energize you with his Of her news You
eSturep Removal
illextyass On
feel as if you
753-1111 4224611
must handle a matter now. Tonight. Where the crowds are.
•Leatie yeit4
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
rut free
Estimate
Cost
0.00
1991,1 Honda 250
*** Whether you must follow another's lead or others
22-7-9641
follosv you,
recon (270)436-2106
(270)91'0-17(11
you are not in the position to take oft and do whatever
AFFORDABLE
you want. A
no calls after 7 30pm
partner takes a very strong stand. Try not to react
Carpentry
Tonight: Out and
APPLIANCE REPAIR
about
•Remodeling
SERVICE & PARTS AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18)
*Screened Porches
(270) 293-8726 OR ****** Your optimism helps
*Garages
you make it past a problem. Take an
759-5534
over-view and won:. on being understanding. How
*Water & Termite
you deal with
Chuck
Van Buren
someone could change substantially Tonight- Let your
Damage
imagination
rock
and
*Decks
roll
CHADWICK Catering
14 15 16 inch
PISCES
*Home/ Mobile Home
(Feb.
19
-March
20)
Ready to serve your
Repair
Starting at 520
**** Work with an associate directly, and worry less
celebration needs.
about the end
436-5517
results Sometimes the process is far more rewarding. Know
mounted
Contact Cheryl
when to
act.
Too
much
talk
won't work Tonight: Make a date with a very speChachvick
Coll 753-5606
TOUR AD
cial
friend
(270)492-8266
COULD BE
FUTRELL'S Tree
BORN TODAY
HERE FOR
Service
Noe ,
V,114-4.
Actress Jean Seberg (1938). comedian Whoopi
ONLY
675.00
Goldberg (1955).
Tnnuning, removal.
glad to hekt
Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis (1856)
A MONTH
stump
grinding.
fire"horsy Ledger.6 nmes
***
CALL 753.1916
wood. Insured.
Jacqueline Bigar le on the Internet at www.jacque
'270-753-1916
linebigar.com
489-2839.

lacipmiles

USED TIRES

COMICS/ FEATURES
Art of medicine can require
long hours and long waits

10• Thursday. November I 2, 2409

Looking Back
111 years ago
Calloway Countv Chapter of
the American Red Cross and WUMart AM seeking blood donors
to replenish the regional blood supplies and to replenish for the
upcoming holiday season Blood
dnves will be in the parking lot
of Wal-Mart from 10 a.m to 2
p m on Nov 13
Also published is a photograph
of Ruth Beale( arranging wood
crafts made by her husband.
Charles. AS preparation is being
made for the Annuid Munay Art
Guild Art Auction The photograph 14. AS by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Mark Allen
SlcCuiston. (ka 3
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Sheriff 1 D Williams and Deputy
Kenny Collins showing Roberta
Ward and Louise Brooks. Calloway County Auxiliary volunteers. how a drug display board
will help law enforcement officers to educate residents about
(he hazards of drugs The photograph was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Kaci Bolls, senior at Murray
High School, was first place Winner in voice and Leigh Ann Fun.
senior at Calloway Coumy High
Schots!. won second place in piano
in the Music Contest of the First
Distnct of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs They reface-.
sented Murray Woman's Club.
Murray High School Tigers
lost 12-7 to Tngg County in a
football game
30 years ago
Published a picture of Elaine
Bass of Whiteville. Tenn and Skip
Hamra of Murray, in a scene
from the upcoming production of
'Angel Street* for the Murray State
University Theatre Production.
Bill Boyd, president of Peoples Bank of Murray. presented
4 prograrn at a meeting of the
Hazel Woman's Club. He pre-

pared the Ness Orleans recipe,
Banana Fostis, winch was later
served
Published is a picture of Billy
Dodd la ith the 105 pound 7 point
buck taken hde hunting in the
land Between the lakes
10 years ago
Murray High School Tigers
foosball tearn placed three players on the West Kentucky Conference Cla.ss A Football Team.
They were Tripp Williams lama
Pigs and Jimmie Biandon
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 58-56 over Hickman
C'ounty FalCOOS in a basketball
game Jimmy Lassiter and Darrell Cleaver each got 27 points
for the Laker.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs. Jimmie McKinney and a girl to Mr and Mrs
William W Farrell. Nov 7
SO years ago
Strategic Air Command B-17
and B-52 jet bombers will begin
flying low-level missions near
Murray. within the next few weeks,
according to Gen. Thomas S
Power. SAC Commander-in-Chief.
Mrs Max Smotherman presented a lesson on 'Child Cart' at
a meeting of the Lynn Grove
Homemakers Club at the home
of Mrs L.A Rowland
Murray Manufacturing Wives
Club has voted to give a donation of S25 to the Calloway County Public Library.
tig years ago
Special guests of the Murray
Rotary Club at the weekly rneeting at the Murray Woman's Club
Hottse were 55 membera of the
4-H Club and The Future Farmers of Arnenca. All of the boys
were Junior Dairy Project members who own and take care of
one or more registered dairy cows.
Murray Triuning School Junior
Class presented the play. 'Seventeenth Summer.' on Nov. 10
in the Little Chapel of Murray
State Teachers College

DEAR ABBY: May I respond
to your column regarding excessive watts in doctors' offices
(Sept 1)''
I am a board-certified interventional cardiologist who has
been practicing for 30 years I
work 85 to 90 hours each week
As hard as
we try, our
office schedule
often
falls behind.
Despite recommendations
that
acute problems go to
the
emergency rootn.
unscheduled
By Abigail
patients
Van Buren
come to the
office with chest pains, and they
must be attended to Even scheduled patients can develop complex medical issues that require
extra, unplanned time to evaluate and treat
Our patients with a history
of heart disease do not mirid
waiting when the office runs
behind because they receive the
same speeialized extra-care treatment when they need it. Delays
that result from spending extra
time evaluaung and treating sick
patients with complicated problems is not "unprofessional"
behavior as •Larry W.' implied.
Oh the contrary, it relates to
the art of medicine and caring
for the well-being of each patient
above all else.
And for the architect, I wonder when he last worked a 90hour week, took seven or eight
phone calls from Ins clients after
midnight, and got up at 3 a.m.
to do an emergency two-hour procedure before returning to his

Dear Abby

Today In NIstory
By Tbe Asaociated Press
Today is 'Thursday., Nov. 12.
the 316th day of 2009_ There are
49 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 12, 1942, the World
War II naval Battle of Guadalcanal began. (The Allies ended
up winrung a major victory over
, the Japanese.)
On this date:
In 1815. American suffragist
Elizabeth Cady Stanton was born
in Johnstown, N.Y.
In 1908, Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun was born in
Nashville, Ill.
In 1927. Josef Stalin becarne
the undisputed ruler of the Soviet Union as Leon Trotsky was
expelled from the Conununist
Party.
In 1948, former Japanese premier Hideki Toio and several other
El A Et'Y E3 L.
I 6UESS ITS Oir44 IF
AEU'S 6INR• IS 1141 MO
44.41-114J04 WILE
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Pumpkins are for
more than pie

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 72- acids They also contain caloffice at 8 in the morning bnghtyear-old husband hits been see- cium, potassium. phosphorous
eyed. bushy-tailed and running
.
ing his urologist for several niacin, most of the B vItaon schedule the rest of the day?
years for an enlarged prostate. mins. and C, D, E and K
-- DR RON IN LAS VEGAS
He had burning during elimi- They have been used by Native
DEAR DR. RON: I felt it
was only fair to pnnt your
nation, ran slight temperatures Amencans for countless year!,
response to my follow-up coldue to infections. and prob- for kidney problems and fOr
umn on •Sick of Waning in
lems unnat- elimination of intesunal part
Denver' That column elicited
ing due to sites.
a mountain of letters, all ot
the swelling.
There are numerous sources
them offering reasonable explaAt first. claiming pumpkin seeds and
natioris for the delays in medhis PS A was oils benefit depression, choical offices. Read on:
4.2.
The lesterol levels, prevent the for
DEAR ABBY: Many factors
urologist put mation of kidney stones and
cause doctors to run behind.
him
on prostate and bladder issuea,
Routine physicals can reveal lifeUroxatral. and improve bladder functiou.
threatening conditions that must
He also con- So I am not at all surprised
be dealt voth inunediately
tinued
to that your husband expenencet1
Also. people do not reveal
take
saw success in lowenng his PSA.
the true reason for their visit
By
palmetto
Prostatic-specific
antigah
when they call, so they are not
Dr. Peter Gott and fish-oil (PSA) is produced by tht
given the appropnate amount of
capsules. prostate gland. As you are like,
time tor the appointment A
His PSA gradually dropped to ly aware, a normal range for
ternaget brought in tor vomit3.7.
blood testing is up to 4.0. Ap
ing could have the stomach flu.
A fnend told me about tak- elevation does not necessaray
onset diabetes or even be preging pumpkin-seed oil. Since it indicate cancer. Many men with
nant.
didn't hurt to try, my husband elevated readings are found to
A colleague once had a
used it for six months. His have noncancerous conditions.
woman complaining of abdomPSA dropped to 3.1. Ilse doc- such as prostatitis or benign
inal pain who gave birth in the
tor was pleased with the count, prostate enlargement. Furtherexiun room. That definitely took
but kind of brushed aside the more. some medications can
rnore than 15 minutes! -- M.D.
ingestion of the pumpkin-seed have an effect on readings.
IN WOODSTOCK, ILL.
oil. My husband also explained
His urologist put him on a
DEAR ABBY: My husband
that the burning sensation less- rnedication that falls into a
is a thoracic surgeon who spends
ened quite a bit, there were group of drugs lusown as alphafour days a week in the O.R.
no elevated temperatures, and adrenergic blockers. The Uroxand one action-packed day seeelimination wa.s easier. He does- atral can be used to treat an
ing patients in his office in addin't have to return to his urol- enlarged prostate gland and help
tion to his on-cail schedules.
ogist for a year.
relax the muscles in the prostate
When I ask my. husband what
Perhaps this information can and bladder neck, malting it easheld him up when he gets home
help someone with similar prob- ier to unnate.
late for dinner. his response is
lems.
I am passing your informhalways the same: 'I give each
DEAR READER: Pump- tion on so others might be
patient my undivided attention.
kin seeds are an excellent nat- able to benefit the way yotir
I would never cut them off Of
ural source of carbohydrates husband did. Thank you kir
hurry to see the next one until
and amino and unsaturated fatty sharing the information.
I know every concern was
addressed.* If these readers who
complained about waiting have
a doctor as kind and canng as
my husband, their wait is worth
every second. -- MARRIED TO
A WONDERFUL MAN
DEAR ABBY: Every single
day, multiple patients wait until
Last dealer.
Kase was (me point, so North could
their appointment tirne is up to
Fast-West vulnerable.
hardly have done less than faISC Its
NORTH
SCVell
say, 'There's just one more thing
•K 10 7 2
West led the tea oi dabs, anti
I was afraid to bring up ..."
•A 9 5
South could see at once that he had
Then they tell me about their
*K 6
12 absolutely sure tricks, with 'a
chest pain. depression or possi•Q .1 3
probable 13th in spades.
ble abuse. These are things I
WEST
EAST
Bat Owe titter opposes' might
•.1 8 6 3
•4
have been (limit four tor five) spades
cannot and will not ignore. But
97 2
V108643 to thc lack — which could easily
it does mean the next patient
•7 5
•9 8 4 3 2
ON Creefflle if declarer knew
which
voll have to wait.
46109874
•6 2
opponent had the spade length
Some people behave as if
SOCTH
South had to play carefully. Ht
they're going to a fast food
•AQ95
began by cashing three club tricks.
•KQJ
learning that West had started with
drive-thru. And if things don't
*AQI0
fise cards in that surt.
change. that is exactly the kind
•A K 5
flea, continuing the exploratory
of carr they'll end up getting.
The bidding:
process. South next ca.shed throe
-- DELMAR. N.Y., DOCTOR
East
Saudi West
North
heart tncks arid three diamond tricks.
Pass
3 NT
Pass
7 NT
revealing in the pmcess that West
Opening lead
ten of clubs.
had been dealt exactly' two hearts and
DEAR ABBY: When your
two diamonds. these des elopments
doctor hits to deliver devastatA player doesn't Ores get the proved conclusively that W'esi hid
ing news about your health and
chance to bid seven notrump at his started with four spades.
you have lots of questions, lots
very first turn, but that's what hapAecordiagly. South next played
pened to North on this deal. Consid- the A-Q of spades, East showing out,
of tears and your mind is filled
enng the circumstances. though, he as expected, on the second spade. It
with terror, you'll appreciate the
was on very firrn ground. South's was then a simple matter to lead
time being spent with you -thret-noinunp bid indicated 25 to 27 another spade toward dummy and
which means someone else will
high-card points, which in tum score the K-10 to bring in the grand
have to wait. -- MEDICAL
meant that the most East-West could
OFFICE
MANAGER
IN
Tomorrow: Test your play
KINGSPORT, TENN.
e240q k femurs Ss ndKate Inc
•••

a Kazak Ilyushin-76 cargo plane.
killing 349 people.
In 2001, American Airlines
Flight 587, en route from New
Yodes John F. Kennedy International Airport to the Dominican
Republic, crashed after takeoff,
killing 265 people.
Ten years ago: President Bill
Chraon signed a sweeping measure knocking down Depressionera barriers and allowing banks.
investment firms and insurance
companies to sell each other's products. An earthquake struck western Turkey, killing some 800 peoPie
Five years ago: A iury in Redwood City, Calif., convicted Scott
Peterson of murdering his pregnant wife, Laci, and dumping her
body in San Francisco Bay. (Peterson, who maintains his innocence,
was later sentenced to death.)
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1 Social customs
2 Bach instrument
3 Garbage bin
output
4 Kesey or
Russell
5 Increase
6 Wash
7 First-magnitude
star
8 Jumble
9 Estuary
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10 'Play it again,
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11 Channels
18 Daze
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NOT MY DOG
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39 Tolerated
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46 Half a fortnight
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53 Decades
54 Phooey,
55 Winding curve
56 Craft or skill

1 Pasture sound
4 Frequent 007
foe
7 Movie rental
needs
it News
12 Baseball stat
13 l.amb's alias
14 Golden Fleece
ship
15 Teen's deniai
16 Pacific island
17 Time periods
19 Bread ingredient
21 9-digit no.
22 Carried
24 Beret
27 Pained outcry
28 Hawk
29 Hushed
32 Makes eyes at
34 Part of mph
35 Omigosh,
36 C,uast Guard
off
37 Lamp-plug part
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Dr. Gott

Voyage of Discovery

World War II Japanese leaders
were sentenced to death by a war
cnmes tribunal.
ha 19'77, the city of New Orleans
elected its first black mayor. Ernest
"Dutch- Monal, the winner of a
runoff
In 1982, Yuri V. Anctropov was
elected to succeed the late Leorud
1. Brezhnev as general secretary
of the Soviet Communist Party's
Central Committee.
In 1984. space shuttle astronauis
Dale Gardner and Joe Allen snared
a wandering satellite in history's
ftrst space salvage; the Palapa B2
satellite was secured in Dtscovery's cargo bay for return to Earth.
In 1990, Japanese Emperor Akihito formally assumed the Chrysanthemum Throne.
In 1996. a Saudi Boeing 747
jetliner collided shortly after takeoff from New Delhi, India. with
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23 Fall mo
25 Crawling
insect
26 JAMA readers
27 Above.
in verse
28 Go for the
gold
29 That woman
30 Atom fragment
31 Most luxuriant
32 Fish's rudder
33 Links org
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tunes
37 Gi's store
38 Ms. Zellweger
39 More permissive
40 Javelin or
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41 D'Urberville
girl
43 Really skimps
45 — — move
on,
46 Kids' card
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47 MPG monitor
49 Rubberstamps
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Living The Good Life
ACRENIAN, RACERS
READY TO RELISH
BIG STAGE AT
NCAA TOURNEY

MICHAEL DANN i Ledger & Toros
USU goalkeeper Tara Isbell has been named the NSCAA
National Player of the Week. Isbell led the Racers to their
first Ohio Valfey Conference Tournament title by posting
three shutouts Iasi weekend. The Mayfield native made
17 saves to help the Racers win their first-ever OVC
Tournament title, which earned them a trip to Dayton.
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By MICHAEL DANN
Spons Editor
Life is good for Beth Acrentan -- to d
degree.
'The Murray State women's soccer coach
could rest her head comfortably knowing
that she has staked claim to the school's first
Ohio Valley Conference Championship.
But the fourth-year Racer coach is on a
bus. pregnant with her first child due on
Christmas Day, heading to Dayton. Ohio.
Minus the car sickness. bumpy roads and

NCAA TOUrnament
Murray State vs. Virginia Tech
Mow Fnclay p m
Whom Dayton ONO
flosaida Murray Stale 11 8-2 Vinous Tech 14-7
Shoukl the Racers beat the Wailes Ihry would
play the winner of Marquane and Dayton on Sunday

haupin turns. Acreman and the Racers are
set to play Virginia Tech rni Fnday at 4 p.m
in the first round of the NCAA Tournament.
The Hokies are the No. 3 seed. earning an
at-large bid after finishing the season 14-7.
Murray State i II-8-21 knocked off
Tennessee Tech 4-0 Sunday in Morehead to
win the schools first conference crown on
the heels of a regular season title a year ago.
And as if the news couldn't get better for
Acreman's Racers, goalkeeper Tara Isbell
Was named the NSCAA National Player of
the Week on Wednesday.

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS PREP PREVIEW
CLASS 2A PLAYOFFS: HANCOCK COUNTY AT MURRAY
PLAYOFF
SCOREBOARD
cLAS$_2A
Hancock Co.(7-4) at
Murray (11-0)

point, so North could
ale les.s than rant lo

elm&iltaillilhomislApdommen

NISC SOCCER ROUNDUP

Steppin' it up

Trigg Co.(7-4) at
Fort Campbell (11-0)
Danvilie (5-6) at
Green Co.(8-3)

Middlesboro (4-7) at
Prestonsburg (11-0)
Shelby Valley (8-3) at
Corbin (9-2)

IN See

Franklin-Simpson (9-2)
at Lone Oak (11-0)

dicate

Logan Co.(5-6) at
Allen Co.-Scott.(10-0)

InL

West Jessamine (9-2)
at Boyle Co.(11-0)
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readers
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skimps
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Rockcastle Co.(5-6) at
Bell Co.(10-1)
Knox Central (7-4) at
Lawrence Co.(11-0)
MIER CLASSES
Pad. Tilghman (5-6) at
Union Co.(8-3)
Ballard Memorial (4-7)
at Mayfield (10-1)
Crittenden Co.(9-2) at
Lou. Holy Cross (6-5)
Warren Central (8-3) at
Christian Co.(7-4)

Downey
signs early
with
'Breds
Ily TORMAY DILLARD
Sports Witter
To say Brock Downey was eager to ink
his name to a letter of intent to play college
baseball at Murray State would be an understatement.
Many players signed their services to colleges on the first day of the early signing
penod Wednesday,
. but Murray. High's senior lefthander rnay have been the only one to
sign within its first minute.
Downey awoke at 5 a.m., two hours
before the beginning of the signing period.
and inked his name at 7:01.
Murray State coach Rob McDonald said
his office received a fax from Downey at
approximately 7:04.
"That says a lot." McDonald said. "Brock
is a guy who has come to our camps and
someone that we've kind of watched grow
up. He's the kind of guy we want in our pm-

Lou. Chr. Acad.(9-2) at
Nevvport Cent. Cath.(6-5)

Lex. Catholic (7-4) at
Cov. Holmes (9-2)

PREP SIGNING
ROUNDUPS

OUTIFIELD FOR MSU

Cov. Holy Cross (6-5)
at Lou. DeSales (8-3)

LaRue Co.(7-4) at
Marion Co.(9-2)

RACEFtS, 12

PITCH AND PLAY

Monroe Co.(8-3) at
Bardstown (5-6)

Lou. Fairdaie (8-3) at
Lou. Western (6-5)

See

MHS LEFTY COULD

CLASS 4A

izzle

Isbell led the Racers to their first OVC
title by posting tture shutouts last weekend.
The Mayfield native made 17 saves.
Isbell is the fust Racer to be named the
NSUAA National Player of the Week in the
progranfs history.
Acreman says that competition behind
Isbell helped her become the goalkeeper she
was this year. but also crt-dned a defensive
unit that really came together late in the sea
son
"For 4 goalkeeper to get it shutout not
only means she did her job, but the defense
did their job as well." she said.
"Gina Killion, Audrey Wilson, Sophie
Hargreaves and Maja Nordal — those four
were solid all through the tournament. I'd
say that award goes to that whole defensive
unit"

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Murray defenders Anthony Banderas (left) and Rodney Skinner chase down Todd
County Central's Erwin
Graves during last week's 77-0 victory at Ty Holland Stadium. The Tigers step
up in competition this week
when they face 2nd District runner-up Hancock County.

HANCOCK PROVIDES THREAT, BUT CAN TIGERS' PHYSICALITY CARRY NIGHT?
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
Steve Duncan doesn't intend any disrespect to the Todd County Central team
his squad defeated 77-0 last week, but
the Murray. coach knows playoff football essentially begins this week for his
undefeated ballclub.
The Tigers face a senous stcp-up in
competition when Hancock County (741 visits Ty Holland Stadium in Fnday's
second round.
Class 2A's 2nd District runners-up
are fresh off a first-round win over
Heath in which they racked up 53
points, the highest total the Pirates have
given up all season, including matchups
with Lone Oak, Union County and
Tennessee power Jo Byrns.
To complicate matters for the Tigers.
ranked No. 3 in Class 2A. Hancock runs
the wing-T, a deceptive scheme that
Murray hasn't seen much of this season.
For those reasons, Duncan is
approaching the Homets with extreme
caution.
"Heath doesn•t have a bad defense.
so I think that says a tremendous amount
that they could score that many points,"
he said. "That's how dangerous that
wing-T is. and we're working our hardest to be prepared...
Mun-ay and Hancock County met in
the first round of last year's playoffs.
with the result a 28-18 Tiger victory.

DOWNEY, 12

Kennedy
signs shot
Mocker
6-9 FLORIDA
STANDOUT HAD
19 BLOCKS IN STATE
TOURNEY GAME

KYSER LOUGH hiti phnlo
Hancock County senior standout Josh Newton (32) gets
a hand on
Murray running back Jamie King during the first round of
the Class 2A
playoffs last November at Ty Holland Stadium. Newton is
back to lead
the Hornets as a 1,200-yard rusher.
Bui it wasn't an eas. win by any.
stretch. Hancock trailed by just three
points in the fourth quarter before the
black and gold put the game on ice with
a 95-yard kickoff return.
Running back Josh Newton chewed
up the majority of the Hornets' yardage
in that game and has enjoyed a standout
NI See TIGERS. 12

Class 2A Playoffs
Hancock County at Murray
When: 7 30 p
r
y
Where: Ty Holland Sladourn
TV. MES Ch 15, WKTV Ch
Radio- WFGE, 103 7 FM
Records: HC 7-4 (2-1, 2-2A) Mut 11.0 (4-0. 12A
Last MeetIng: Murray del Hancock Co
28-18
in Murray (fast round ol 2008 Class 2A
playoffs)

y MU Sports lidorroatios
Murray State head men's basketball
coach Billy Kennedy announced the signing
of Live Oak, Fla., center Shawn Jackson.
Jackson (6-9, 230) will be a freshman for
the Racers in the fall of 2010 and is a senior
this season at Melody Christian Academy.
As a junior, Jackson scored 19.5 points
per game, grabbed 12 rebounds and recorded eight blocks for the Wildcats.
"Shawn is the best all-around big kid we
recruited this summer," Kennedy said. "He
defends, rebounds and can score. His
wingspan makes him play bigger than he
ts.'•
"Shawn is a great kid." MCA head coach
Mike Rains said."A lot of kids with his size
and ability can get a big head. but he's good
with his teammates and he plays within our
offense. He could probably score 25-30
points per game."
Jackson has size, but also a unique skillsset for a big man.
One of Jackson's more impressive games
as a junior came against Florida 3A State
Tournament runner-up Orlando Jones HS
where he had a triple-double with 10 points.
21 rebounds and 19 blocked shots.
O See JACKSON, 12
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MIDDLE SCHOOt
FOOTBAll ROUNDUP
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Four Lakers
named to
all-state

team

TOInier OiLLARD I Ledger & Tvnes
Brock Downey signs his name to a mock letter of
Intent during a ceremony Wednesday
at Murray High School. Joining Downey Is(beck
row,from lett) Mackenzie Downey, MHS
prInclpol Teresa Speed, MHS baseball coach Mike
Johnson, (front row. from left) jell
Downey, Carol Downey, Judith Kirkland and Dean
Downey.

ITINowney
From Pa9a 11
Downey was just as eager to commit when
McDonald initially extended him an offer in
October.
"The nionday of fall break, I went to Murray
State to take a visit and I ended up committing the
same day," said Downey, whe signed his narne to
a mock letter in a ceremony Wednesday at MHS
The offer came as a bit of a surprise to Downey.
He had been in contact with Murray State since
late August, but didn't expect the process to culminate se soon.
The offer was his first from d CrIVISIOn 1 school,
and the pitcher/outfielder combo saw no need in
inaiting to see what else might follow.
' "It's close to home and family and 1 know
enaach (Rob) tvicDonald is a good coach and a
good guy," he said. "If loan stay home, get a good
education and play ball, that's always a plus."
In three years of high school ball, Downey has
ifecumulated a .491 batting average, 44 runs
stored and 37 stolen bases while hitting near the
tbp of the Tigers' lineup.
• He's earned a reputation as a gritty hitter who
Can get on base in a variety of ways. Has sneed
gives him an expansive range in the outfield and
!kips him beat out infield ground balls.
As a pitcher. he has recorded 82 strikeouts in
58 timings and SeetilS tO only be getting better.
Murray coach Mike Johnson says
He hit 87 on the radar gun this summer and will
0e expected to be an ace for the Tigers in his senipr season.

"He's gotten better every year, and I think that
was what Murray State arid a lot of other colleges
liked about him." Johnson said. "He's a lefthanded thrower. a lefthanded hitter, he runs pretty well
and he's got a nice frame."
Ilse Thoroughbreds signed Downey as a dual
player who will see an opportunity both on the
mound nod in the outfield.
"He's certainly a good enough athlete to be
considered that way," McDonald said. "His pitching is what attracted us initially, but he's become
an outstanding high school outfielder. Anytitne
you can get 2-for- I. that's a good thing."
As a pitcher, Downey's best pitch is his
chruageup, according to Johnson. He's also developing his slider, which would give him three
pitches he can toss with confidence going into his
senior season
Johnson says he wants to see Downey become
more aggressive on the mound and get his pitch
count tiOWTI
He'll also be asked to step up and fill not only
a role as an ace pitcher but a heavy hitter as well.
The Tigers suffered heavy graduation losses and
will need Downey to move from the top of the
order to the middle.
But Downey believes he can handle the pressure, in large part because his future as a baseball
player is ROW SeCtITe.
"Last year, 1 felt a lot of pressure, but I'm really relieved now." he said."I think those things will
come naturally because I feel m-ore confident
about myself"

in Tigers
From Page 11
senior season this year with
1.229 yards to his name through
10 regular-season games.
Hancock has two other capable backs in coach Chris Morris'
wing-T, a look that concerns
Duncan because of its ability to
neutralize attacking defenses
such as his own.
• nThe wing-T is dangerous
kecause they've got so rnany
Misdirection plays that take
advantage of you being aggresiive," he said. "That's why a lot
of people have gone to it.
• "It can sometimes enable you
to comp.ete with teams who are
more athletic than you are."
Despite a trend toward the
wing-T in Kentucky. prep football this season, Duncan and the
'Tigers have largely avoided the
.look.
.-11 They thought they would see
some of the set against
:Crittenden County, but the
*tickets lined up almost excluatively out of the shotgun.
n As much respect as Duncan
Jilts for Hancock's offense.
:Morns heaps an equal amount
'of praise on the Tigers' defense.
"When we watched them on
film, that was the one thing that
atood out to me," said Morris,
who notched the first wituung
neason of his three-year tenure
by reversing last year's 4-7
'Park• "I thougta they were good
and physical on offense.just like
they were last year. But think
they're better on defense. so I
don't know if we can have the

same success moving the ball."
Morris is also concerned
about the Tigers' size.
With 300-pound tackles
Lonnie Martin and Robert Olive
anchoring a Ithe that is big and
athletic, Morris conjectures that
even his team, which is binge"'
than many of its opponents. will
have a hard time tnatching up.
The Homets do have one
300-pound lineman and several
more in the 270-pound range.
"I don't know that anybody.
can match up with them sizewise," he said. "They're about
as big as you're going to find for
a high school football team We
probably match up a little better
than some teams do, but we
don't have size all the way
across like they do."
Duncan compares Hancock's
size and athleticism to that of
Crittenden County with Newton
serving as a J.D. Gray-type
playmakes.
Looking ahead...
With a potential No. versus
nio. 3 matchup with Fort
Campbell looming in next
week's quarterfinals, no one
could blame the Tigers for looking ahead.
Fort Campbell put Murray.
out of the playoffs in the second
round last season and the
rematch has been anticipated
since the Ttgers' opening-night
upset of Madisonville-North
Hopkins hack in August.
Duncan says his tearn is wellaware of what lies ahead, but
that all the focus is on Hancock.
"Everybody knows who
we're probably going to play if

we win this week," he said."But
we're still working on breaking
down Hancock We're not thinking about (Fort Campbell) right
now."
Getting physical—
Hancock County's offense
has maitaged 20 or more points
in all except three garnes this
sea.son.
Class 5A power Grayson
County held them to 15 and
undefeated Fort Campbell held
them to seven.
The one score that doesn't
seem to fit with the rest on
Hancock's schedule carne in the
regular-season finale against
Etimonson County, a 6-5 squad
that held the Hornets to just
eight points
Morris chalked that up to
weather conditions he described
as a -mud bowl."
Edmonson County also threw
a physical defense at Morris'
squad. and matching the Tigeis'
physicality will be priority one
on Friday.
"The biggest key for us is just
being physical enough that we
don't let them run right over us,he said. "They're a great team
and I guess it's yet to be seen
whether we can handle them or
not."
Familiar foe...
Murray and Hancock are getting used to one another. having
%mound off in the playoffs in
three of the past six years.
Prior to last season. the two
tearns last faced each other in
2(104. with the Hornets taking a
31-23 win in Lewisport.
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Obe Newt
Four
Calloway
County
Middle football players were
named to an all-state team and
will compete in an all-star game
on Nov 29 while two more
Laker: were selected to a
statewide all-tournament team.
Running back Zack Powell,
offensive
tackle
Marcus
Manning, offensive
guard
Donovan Barnard and linebacker Robert Pruitt were allstate selections by the Kentucky
Middle
School
Football
Association and will play in the
first KYMSFA All-Star Game at
Kentucky State in Frankfort.
Kickoff for tlse game is set
for 2 p.m.
Powell and center Dante
Darcus were each named to the
honorable mention team by
KYMSFA for their performances in the state playoffs.
Darcus was the defensive
MVP and Powell was offensive
MVP in the Lakers• playoff
game against Paducah on Oct.
17.

COLLEGE
FOOTBALL
ROUNDUP

3 UT players
charged in
attempted
armed robbery
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCORE:10AM
Wadriaggistra epode Transactions
The Anointed Phew
BASEBALL
Amerlatin League
BOSTON RED SOX—Announclicl C
Jason vane* has exercised ha 2010
contract option
NEW YORK YANKEES—Announced
FIHP Jost Toners refused outright
aseigsment to Scranton-Wakes Berri
;IL) and elected to Isachme s tree agent
SEATTLE MARINERS—Agreed to
toms en OH Ken Gnaw on onanksir
contract
Nellonai Lomas
ARIZONA DIAMONOSACKS—Namn
Mae Wayne lirst-base coact and Bo
Peeler INrd-base coach
CINCINNATi REDS— Announced the
resignann of trainer Mark Mann
Announced Lynchburg ICarcenat
re011ica Sarasota IF SL, as thee
Advanced-class A aniline nen season
BASKETBALL
Naglonal
Association
WASHINGTON WIZARDS--Signed G
Eart Boykin, Waved C Raul Debis
FOOTBALL
National Football Law,/
NFL-- -Suspended CB JCaleaa
tour garnet 'or oat/ding the league s ban
on palominos enhancing substances
BUFFALO S&LS—Activated WR James
Hardy from reservacnysically-urablisto-perlonn ist. Warred 143 Xavlee Omon.
CLEVELAND BROWNS—Signed LB
Josh Slane'
DENVER BRONCOS—Signeiri CB
Rancid Moulton to the panne squad
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Placed G
Mike Goff or injured reserve Signed LB
Justin Rogers
NEW YORK GIANTS—Ptaced LB Gems
Willersion on injured reeisive Signed CB
0 J. Johnson oft Denver e practice
squad
PHI UDELPH IA
EAGL ES—Placed
CB/KR Elks Hobbs on starred reserve
Signed CB Remise Robinson
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS-- Signed WR
Mike Jones to the practice scuba
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS--Flesigned LB Matt McCoy Signed C9
Derrick Ficberson from the practice
soon Piscnd S
awn and LE Rod
WIleon
njured reserve Signed S

Emanuel Conk to the precis* aquae
WASHINGTON REDSKINS--Pleced
cans Horton on reared reserve nansa
98 Dunkin Genesi(

Hocks'',
Nationel Ronny Lcootie
CAROLWA HURRICANES—Ronal 0
Bryan Rooney from Albany i.AHL)
POced 0 Cant Ward on rsured reserve
COLORADO AVALAJVCHE-Acwated F
Darcy Tucker from injured reserve
Placed D Jonnnichisel Len on inpurea
reef/nee,(*donne to Nov 6
DETROIT RED WINGS—awned F
Drew Meier oft movers from Tampa Bay
NEW JERSEY onsitts--suicaissa D
Matt Gortonte from Lone lAHL) Placed
C Dean McArnmond on allured Merv*
TAMPA SAY LIGHTNING—Fledged C
Paul Smnechure from Norfolk (Vitt
MOTORSPORTS
NOSCAR--Docked Kyte Busch 25
Nationwide punts and Aned cum chief
Amon RaIrtiff $5,000 after Busch land
wispection bene tan kveek' race al
Texas Motor Speechvey Fined crew
chief Brad Pernie $5,000 and placed
him oc, probation until Ole
ot
year
tor ruies violations on John Wes
Tovnvey s car
SOCCER
Nellorke Indoor Soccer League
PHILADELPHIA
KiXX—Signea
M
RIctudirno. M Angel FINIS° M Sandre
No.rnalu, M Ryan Heins and M Joe
Taytor
COLLEGE
NCAA--Suspended Hawaii men's beeC Douglas Ki.AZ six games fix
playing in a pfCeeSasonal league in BrazS
le, 2007.
BIG TEN CONfERENCE—Named Rick
Boyages associate commissioner tor
men s basketball
EASTERN NEVY MEXICO—Announced
the resarabon of wornen's volleyball
coach Kan Farsennagen
INDIANAPOLIS—Announced the resignation of football coach Jos Polizzi
OHIO STATE—Suspended G ShaveSe
talle and G Chense Daniel for the first
three games of the womens basketbai
season for NCAA secondary rules vide,
sons
VIRGINIA —Anno,ncea F Jars' Tucser
is taking an incielinrie
ei absence
foxn the men s basketball team

•Racers

KNOXVILLE., Tenr.. (AP)
— Three freshman Tennessee
football players arc charged with From Page 11
Looking back at winning the
an attempted armed robbery.
Knoxville police say wide OVC title, Acreman said, as a
receiver Nu•Keese RicharcLson coach, she simply could not
and defensive backs lanzen have asked her team to do more
Jackson and Mika, Edwards than what they were able to do
were arrested after the eariy over three garnes.
"Witming those three games,
Thursday incident.
The victims told police they all shutouts and scoring four
goals was really nice," she said.
were in a parked vehicle near
"I think as a coach. when you
Tennessee's campus when two
can get multiple players. to score
men, one brandishing a handgoals, it's always a credit to the
gun, approached. The suspects
team and it shows that we are
demanded whatever the victims
unselfish as a group. in the final
had but left empty-handed when
game, we had four different
victims showed they had no
players scoring goals, so 1 think
money.
that makes us very dangerous as
The suspects drove off vsith a a team when you have multiple
third man in a Toyota Pnus. people putting the ball
in the
Police located the car and the back of the net."
vic,tims identified Richardson
And despite the Racers makand Edwards.
ing their first NCAA appearSW ping —
ance, thc team has remained
SHERMAN, Texas (AP) -He hasn't played a down this
season, but a 61-yearsold gadoate student is hoping to play this
From Page 11
weekend for a Texas college
"Shawn has been well
football team.
coached." Kennedy added. "He
Toni Thompson of suburban has been prepared
to help us as a
Dallas said he is ready to kick freshman."
for
the
Austin
College
"He can catch the ball on the
Kangaroos when the Division on the elbow,
he has a jumper
III
school
hosts
Trinity that starts high and it's impossiUniversity in Saturday's season ble to block,"
Rains said."When
finale
you're a big man and can do
Thompson told KX11-TV that that, it's a good combination.**
he wa_s a backup kicker in high
Last season. Jackson was the
school. hut that was more than player of the year and tourna40 years ago. He says he "had to ment MVP In Ins conference as
learn how to kick all 06151 MCA advanced to the semifinals
again."
of the National Christian School

confident and Acreman believes
early season scheduling paid off:
"They were very confident at
training earlier in the week and I
think as group. they're confidence is growing day-by-day
and they're really excited about
this matchup on Friday,"
At reman said."We have already
played two of the teams
(Northern Arizona and IUPUli
that are in the top 64. so we
know the level of competition
we're going up against I think
stamina-wise. we are already
tarmliar with what we are going
to see.
"There is more at stake in the
NCAA Tournament than in the
regular season. but I think the
giris are going to really enjoy
the competition and gening
the national stage."

•Jackson

Athletic Association National
Tournament in Nashville, Tenn.
He wanted a prograrn that he
could feel comfortable in and
found it at Murray State.
"I think Coach Isaac Chew
and Coach Billy Kennedy really
care about kids," Rains said.
"They have taken the nine to get
to know Shawn and have a genuine interest in him as a person
which meant a lot to hint. Shawn
is like a son to me and I feel
comfortable that when he gets to
MSU, they're going to take care
of him."

I Itiping
Kids romuliktion.
1000 South .1 20) Strect.• '1 i
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